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To supplement past research on low speed unsteady airfoil responses to upstream disturbances,
this work proposes and investigates a method to generate a turbulent momentum source to be
convected downstream and interact with an SD7003 airfoil in a high-fidelity numerical
simulation. A perturbation velocity field is generated from a summation of Fourier harmonics
and applied to the forcing function in the momentum terms of the Navier Stokes Equations. The
result is a three-dimensional, divergence-free, convected turbulent gust with applied statistical
parameters. A parametric study has been done in 2D and 3D comparing the resultant flow fields
and airfoil interactions for various numerical and physical parameters.

1.

Introduction

Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV) development is an important topic in aerospace research today for
its obvious application in surveillance of targets in highly obstructed areas. This technology is
being developed largely for use in urban environments for both military and law enforcement
purposes. A research group at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University has been developing
computational tools to further this research for the past few years. The work comprises a
collection of deterministic disturbances commonly found in an urban canyon that has been
implemented into a high-fidelity numerical simulation to view the effect of the disturbance on
the vehicle. (Refs 6,7,8,9) This data is to be used for prediction and avoidance systems as well as
control systems when avoidance is impossible. Thus, the research has the ability to not only
increase a MAV’s efficiency during flight, but also prevent catastrophic failure due to a loss of
lift. An example of an urban canyon is a street near one or more buildings that are large
compared to the MAV as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Urban Canyon Example
The focus of this thesis is to expand the data on unsteady disturbances by presenting an efficient
upstream turbulence generator for use in the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) code,
FDL3DI. (Gaitonde & Visbal, AFRL-VA-WP-TR-1998-3060) At this point in time, the typical
method of turbulence injection has been at a grid boundary. This causes issues with convected
flow problems due to the necessity of high grid resolution near that boundary to avoid dissipation
of the turbulence which has associated reflective difficulties and a demand for greater
computational resources due to larger meshes. Instead, a momentum source method is utilized to
directly introduce turbulence into the velocity field. The Random Flow Generation (RFG)
technique is implemented due to its computational efficiency and divergence-free property.
(Smirnov, Shi, & Celik, 2001) The idea of this method is to synthesize a turbulent flow field
from a series of Fourier Harmonics that yields a specific energy spectrum. The RFG method
produces a Gaussian energy spectrum which provides a large amount of energy in the lower
1

frequency range and dissipates quickly in the inertial subrange. Another method is then
introduced, the Discretizing and Synthesizing RFG (DSRFG) method, for its ease in specifying
any arbitrary energy spectrum and turbulence parameters that are desired. (Huang, Li, & Wu,
2010)
2.

Methodology

Einstein notation shall be used for the following section. (Gross, 2009) Thus, repeated subindices
represent summation over that index, unless in parenthesis. All following indices within the
description of the RFG and DSRFG method aside from
and
have a range of 1,2 and 3.
Turbulence
Random or chaotic motion of fluid particles in a flow field is an indication of turbulence.
(Tennekes & Lumley, 1972) When naturally occurring, this type of flow is found to have various
statistical parameters based on the method of development. A most essential property of
turbulence is that it is zero-averaged over a period of sufficient length. Thus, the classic
definition of the perturbation velocity may be used.
̅

2.1

where is the perturbation velocity in each direction . This value is used for all plots contained
in this discussion. The time-averaged velocity is represented by ̅ . A particular rms velocity is
typically associated with every turbulent flow. The turbulent intensity, I, is the parameter that
defines the rms velocity according to the following relation.
̅

2.2

In the consideration of multidimensional flows, the correlation tensor is used to show how the
turbulence is applied in the various axis directions and the interaction between those directions.
This matrix is often used as input into various turbulence models and may be obtained from
Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations.
̅̅̅̅̅̅

2.3

For isotropic turbulence, it is easy to see that the above tensor becomes diagonal due to the
independence of the various components of the perturbation. The isotropic velocity correlation
tensor may be represented by
√

2.4

Turbulence also has associated length and time scales represented by L and respectively that
guide its progression through space and time. These quantities are often the most important
parameters to recreate in a turbulent flow field due to their representation of various physical
forms. For example, large length scales refer to large wavelengths of turbulence which are only
2

created by perturbing a flow over a long distance. So lower frequency components tend to be
generated by larger structures like buildings and higher frequency components are generated by
structures such as wings.
The turbulent energy spectrum defines some important qualities of the flow field such as the rms
velocity and the energy contained at various frequencies. Different types of turbulence will
create different spectra, but most naturally occurring atmospheric turbulence follows a general
curve as seen in Figure 2. (Huang, Li, & Wu, 2010) Most of the energy comes from the energy
containing subrange which corresponds to low frequency waves. (Hemon & Francoise) The
energy begins to drop-off once reaching the inertial subrange where inertial forces dominate. At
high enough frequencies, viscous forces contribute to the energy as much as inertial forces which
cause a sharp energy drop-off in what is known as the dissipation subrange.

Figure 2: Energy Spectrum Definition (Huang, Li, & Wu, 2010)
In the inertial subrange, it has been found that most turbulence follows an energy decay trend of
. (Hinze, 1975) This was first predicted from Kolmogorov’s research. It states that
turbulence in the inertial subrange is a function of
and a constant. However, this constant
has since been found to vary but the trend remains the same. (McDonough, 2007) This will
become a benchmark for the results in this work.
Random Flow Generation
This method forms a three-dimensional divergence-free perturbation velocity field with a
Gaussian energy spectrum and various applied statistical parameters. (Smirnov, Shi, & Celik,
2001) There are three main components of the RFG method. First, the scaling vector and
orthogonal transformation tensor are found. The anisotropic velocity correlation tensor, , of a
3

turbulent flow field is taken as input to this method. The orthogonal transformation tensor, ,
changes the coordinates of to local axes by diagonalizing it; it satisfies the following relation.
2.5
The scaling vector,
, contains coefficients that represent the turbulent fluctuating velocities
in the local coordinate system. The transformation tensor has the following property.
2.6
Second, a fluctuating velocity field with an rms value of one and Gaussian energy spectrum is
created where all ~ values and normally distributed vectors are non-dimensional.
̃

(̃ ̃

√ ∑[

̃)

̃
̃

̃

(̃ ̃

̃ )]

2.7

2.8

2.9
Above, and represent the turbulent length and time-scales respectively, which may be found
either by using the turbulence kinetic energy and turbulence dissipation rate or experimentally.
The permutation tensor, used to represent the cross product in Einstein notation, is
. The
notation
refers to a Normal/Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation
. Random normal vectors and are independent (Huang, Li, & Wu, 2010) and have been
composed according to the direct random deviate generation method. (Abramowitz & Stegun,
1965) The wave-number vectors and frequencies are represented as
and
respectively.
They are linked to the modeled energy spectrum seen below due to its representation of the
normalized Gaussian energy spectrum.
̃(

)

( )

2.10

Finally, this fluctuating velocity is scaled and put into proper coordinates via the orthogonal
transformation to obtain the final turbulent velocity field.
̃

2.11
2.12

4

This final velocity is time-dependant, has turbulent length and time scales L and respectively
and has a correlation tensor equal to . It has been shown by Smirnov that this procedure does
produce a near divergence-free velocity field for inhomogenous turbulence and a divergence-free
velocity field for homogenous turbulence. The divergence-free condition is as follows,
2.13
This property is satisfied by the method of amplitude assembly that guarantees orthogonality, the
cross product.
Discretized and Synthesized RFG
Much like the Random Flow Generator, this method uses a compilation of multiple Fourier
Harmonics to create a turbulent flow field with chosen parameters. However, the double
summation of this method allows for more general energy spectra to be specified. (Huang, Li, &
Wu, 2010) The spectrum,
, is defined in three dimensions and may be anisotropic. By
specifying a set of wave-numbers, , isotropically distributed on the surface of multiple spheres
the following energy spectrum is obtained. (Kraichnan, 1969)
∑

∑(

)

2.14

Here,
represents the radius of a sphere. The operator is non-zero only when provided a zero
input, at which point it is one. Thus, a specific energy may be strictly applied at the chosen
wave-numbers,
. The velocity field yielding this energy function may be chosen as the
following,
̃

∑ ∑[

(̃

̃

(̃

)

̃

̃
̃

√(

)]

2.15

2.16
)

(

)

(
̅

)

2.17
2.18

The position in the flow field, x, is non-dimensionalized by the turbulent length scale, L. The
wave-number vector,
, is isotropically distributed over the surface of spheres of radii,
.
is the first radius of the vector
. Angular frequency is represented by
which is
normally distributed as shown above. The velocity amplitudes, and , are defined to provide
the proper energy at the corresponding wave-number. (Huang, Li, & Wu, 2010)

5

√

2.19

√

2.20

Where
is a 3D normal random vector with a mean of zero and standard deviation of one,
N(0,1). To enforce the divergence-free property and distribute the wave-number vector along the
surface of the spheres with radii
, the following relations are applied. Bold variables represent
vectors.

2.21
√(

)

(

)

(

)

To complete the method, the scaling and orthogonal transformation is applied as seen in the RFG
method. The maximum resolvable frequency is a function of the sampling time, . Due to the
relatively high computational cost when compared to the RFG method, this value should be
closely monitored.
2.22
3.

Numerical Implementation

The implementation of the spectral turbulence model is designed to create a three-dimensional,
incompressible convected perturbation velocity field upstream of an airfoil body in an arbitrary
region of the flow field. As seen in the description of the RFG method, the turbulent velocity
field may be generated by a summation of Fourier harmonics with properly applied statistical
parameters.
̃

∑

(̃

(̃ ̃

̃ ̃)

̃

(̃ ̃

̃ ̃ ))

3.1

where the non-dimensionalized values, denoted by ~, follow the convention of the FDL3DI
scaling. The modal amplitudes are scaled as velocities are scaled. The source is considered to be
convected by a uniform flow along the direction such that the modal frequency and wavenumber satisfy ̃
̃ ̃ . To enforce incompressibility, or the divergence-free property, the
velocity amplitude and wave-number vectors follow the same formation criterion as that seen in
the RFG method.
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̃ ̃

̃ ̃

3.2

The region of the flow field where the source is generated is determined by the spatial
requirement of the turbulence. It is defined as follows with ̃ being the center of the region
along the axis and being the extent in the axis.
|̃

̃ |

3.3

The current implementation fixes the downstream border at ̃
to fix the source in a
uniform flow and maintain a high grid resolution for the perturbation velocity. The upstream
̃
boundary of the region is defined by the modal wavelength such that
which
provides enough range of calculation to fully define the wave. Thus, low frequency waves
demand large source regions which can become a problem when grid stretching is implemented
in the far field. The extent spans the length of the grid from the two periodic boundaries. A
limiter function determines the length of the region in the
direction. The current
implementation bounds the region by
̃
.
In the specified source region, a forcing function is added to the momentum terms of the
governing equations thus isolating its effect to the velocity. (Golubev, Brodnick, Nguyen, &
Visbal, 2011)
∑

̃

̃ (̃

̃

)

{

}
∑

Where

̃ ̃

3.4

̃

̃ ̃

̃ ̃

̃ ̃ ,

̃
(

̃

̃

)
(

is the extent of the source region and
(

[

̃

,

̃

3.5
)

is given by
̃

̃

])

|̃

̃ |

̃

3.6
{

|̃

̃ |

}

By assuming that the disturbance is convected downstream by a uniform mean flow in the
direction and that there are no other interactions between it and other waves that may be present,
the source is found to follow the below PDE were denotes freestream conditions,
7

̃

̃
̃

̃
̃

3.7

These assumptions are made due to the low speed, incompressible nature of the problems at hand
as well as the convention of setting the mean flow in the direction as the dominating velocity
term in the flow field. To find the solution, a single mode is analyzed. Assume the solution to the
PDE is,
̃

[̂

̃

]

3.8

̃ ̃ and ̂ ̃ is the complex modal amplitude of the velocity.
Where
̃ ̃ ̃ ̃
Substituting this velocity and EQ 3.4 into the PDE yields,
(

̃
)̂
̃

̃

̃

̃

3.9

Where the source term is reduced to,
̃

,

̃

̃
̃

(̃

̃

̃ )

(̃

̃

-

̃ ̃

̃ )

3.10

The solution is as follows (Golubev, Brodnick, Nguyen, & Visbal, 2011)
̂

̃

̃
̃

̃

̃

∫

̃
̃

̃

3.11

Integrating this result and substituting it back into EQ 3.8 provides the original Fourier harmonic
velocity modes. The following limiter function has been added to smooth the disturbance’s
transition from the source region to the rest of the flow field in the and directions.
(̃ )

{

[ (̃

̃ )]

[ (̃

̃ )]}

3.12

Here, ̃ refers to the point at which this transition region should be extended. It should be noted
that in previous studies, the shear layer created by the varying limiter function has been
negligible. (Golubev, Brodnick, Nguyen, & Visbal, 2011)
4.

Numerical Formulation

Governing Equations
The subsonic FDL3DI code is an Implicit Large Eddy Simulation tool (ILES) that solves
compact node-centered derivatives to yield high orders of accuracy. The equations to be solved
are the conservative, time-dependent form of the Navier-Stokes Equations in generalized
curvilinear coordinates
transformed from the non-dimensionalized physical
coordinates ̃ ̃ ̃ ̃ given by EQ 4.1. Bold variables are vectors.
8

( )

[

]

4.1

The solution vector
̃ ̃ ̃ ̃ ̃ ̃ ̃ ̃ ̃ is defined by the non-dimensional density, ̃ ,
Cartesian velocity components, ̃ ̃ ̃ , and the flow specific energy, ̃ ,
̃
̃

̃

̃

̃

4.2

The specific heat ratio, , is set to a constant 1.4, and ̃ is the temperature. The final equation to
be solved is the perfect gas relationship ̃ ̃ ̃
. The inviscid flux vectors follow,
̃̂

̃̂

̃̂

̃̃ ̂
̃̃ ̂

̃
̃

̃̃ ̂
̃̃ ̂

̃
̃

̃̃ ̂
̃̃ ̂

̃
̃

̃̃ ̂
[ ̃ ̃ ̃ ̂

̃

̃̃ ̂
[ ̃ ̃ ̃ ̂

̃

̃̃ ̂
[ ̃ ̃ ̃ ̂

̃

̃]

̃]

4.3
̃]

where
̃ and similar definitions exist for the other metric quantities. The
transformation Jacobian is defined by
̃ ̃ ̃
and ̂ , ̂ , and ̂ are
the transformed flow velocity components given by:
̂

̃

̃

̃

̂

̃

̃

̃

̂

̃

̃

̃

4.4

The viscous flux vectors follow,

4.5
[

]

[

]

[

]

where
is the shear stress tensor and
to form a more compact notation, e.g. ̃
represents ̃ , ̃ and ̃ . Below, is the dynamic viscosity and
is the Prandtl number.
(

̃

̃
̃
̃

̃

̃

̃
̃
̃

)

4.6
4.7
9

Primitive Variable Normalizing Scheme
For the version of the FDL3DI code implemented for this study, the normalizing scheme of the
various primitive variables is as follows, where
and
is the magnitude of the freestream
velocity and speed of sound respectively,
̃
̃

̃

4.8
̃

̃

̃

The airfoil’s chord is represented by , and all

subscripts represent freestream conditions.

Time Marching Scheme
The time marching scheme used in FDL3DI for highly stretched wall bounded flows is an
implicit 2nd order approximately factored scheme. (Visbal, Morgan, & Rizzetta, 2003) It is
represented in delta form as seen below with Newton-like sub-iterations denoted by in which
is the approximation to
. Bold variables are vectors, and
represents a particular
component of the solution vector.
*

(

)+

*

(

)+

*

(

)+
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*
( )
(

(

)

(

)

)+

where
is the spatial difference operator and
. Second order accurate
backward implicit time differencing is used to develop the temporal derivatives. (Visbal,
Morgan, & Rizzetta, 2003)
Compact Scheme
Since implicit solvers must solve for all updated points in the flow field for each iteration in
time, large matrices and matrix solvers are required during simulation. Due to the typically high
computational resource demand of this step of the simulation along with some other
considerations, the creators of FDL3DI have chosen to limit the compact scheme to one that
produces a tridiagonal matrix. Increasing the number of non-zero entries into the solution
10

matrices can increase the accuracy of a method but requires more computational resources.
Several processes are required for this analysis and are done sequentially. They are as follows:






Calculate the first derivatives at the nodes
Calculate the interpolated values at the midpoints
Calculate the first derivatives at the midpoints
Calculate the second derivatives at the nodes
Filter the solution

The following sections contain the compact schemes used for each of the steps seen above. Due
to the stencil required for the high-order schemes, the method of calculation must differ at the
boundaries from that in the interior. All the compact schemes follow the pattern seen in Figure
30 in the Appendix, unless specifically stated, where N refers to the last index along an axis
and
. The implicit stencil refers to points being inserted into the solution matrix
whereas known values are used for the explicit stencil. All relations that form the compact
schemes may be found in the Appendix and the constants for them may be found in reference
(Gaitonde & Visbal, AFRL-VA-WP-TR-1998-3060).
First derivatives at the nodes
At each node, the first derivatives are calculated from the known quantities at the nodes. The
left-hand-side of the relations fill the rows of the tridiagonal matrix while the right hand side is
known. Different choices of constants yield different schemes and accuracies.
Interpolated values at the midpoints
The midpoint values are interpolated from known values at the nodes. The midpoints are used
largely to aid in the calculation of viscous terms. (Gaitonde & Visbal, AFRL-VA-WP-TR-19983060)
First derivatives at the midpoints
Using the known node values, the first derivatives at the midpoints are found for additional use
in the stress tensor.
Second derivatives at the nodes
To obtain the second derivatives at the nodes, the midpoint values and their derivatives are first
comprised into single composite values for use in the stress tensor then those values are
differentiated according to the relations in the Appendix.
Filter formulas
With higher accuracy schemes, comes greater instability. The solutions contain information from
a large number of values all containing high frequency components. This property naturally
11

allows for the smallest scales of turbulence to be accounted for. However, these higher order
terms often produce numerical error which can easily corrupt a solution if it is allowed to
propagate. To reduce this error, the solution is filtered through another high order compact
differencing scheme which is meant to limit the higher order terms which essentially dampens
the solution. The filtering scheme is 10th order with an 11 point stencil. Since the filter is of
higher order than the solution scheme, the terms that are suppressed are spurious in nature which
does not alter to solution but instead decreases what has artificially and mistakenly been added to
it. Furthermore, increasing the order of the filter would require even greater sized stencils which
would demand more computational resources as well as likely inducing its own artificial
numerical error.
Current Settings
The AFRL at Wright Patterson Airforce Base has done much research into the simulation’s
settings thus their settings have largely gone unchanged. The chosen compact scheme for all of
the cases implemented in this work has been kept from previous research due to its ability to
accurately represent small scale structures and keep numerical error to a minimum. In all
directions and for all special compact calculations, the schemes used are as follows,






Boundary Point 1:
Boundary Point 2:
Interior:
Boundary Point M:
Boundary Point N:

4th Order Compact Differencing
5th Order Compact Differencing
6th Order Compact Differencing
5th Order Compact Differencing
4th Order Compact Differencing

The filter coefficient that determines the amount of filtering to be done ranges from -0.5 to 0.5
where 0.5 is no filtering and -0.5 is significant filtering. The current setting is at 0.4 in each axis
direction which has tended to balance accurate and stable results for past simulations. This
parameter has thus not been modified to check for sensitivity in this analysis.
5.

Results

Case Setup
The goal of this work is to determine the effects of a convected turbulent gust on MAV flight.
Thus, the 2D mesh used is a
O-grid modeling an SD7003 airfoil. The airfoil nose
is located at ̃ ̃
and the z-axis is in the airfoil’s spanwise direction. The boundary is
located over 100 chords away from the airfoil, and massive stretching is done near the far field to
eliminate reflections in conjunction with the low pass filtering scheme described previously.
During 2D simulations, the outer planes in the z dimension are copied from the inner plane after
the solution there is found. Figure 3 shows (a) the overset mesh used for the grid refinement
study, (b) a close-up of the airfoil’s near field mesh and (c) the 3D mesh which is a
O-grid similar in every way to the 2D mesh except for its longer span. The overset mesh
connectivity was determined by PEGASUS (Suhs, Rogers, & Dietz, 2002) and decomposition
12

for use in parallel processing was done by the BELLERO software. (Sherer, Visbal, & Galbraith,
2006)

(a) Overset in far field

(b) Near Field

(c) 3D Mesh

Figure 3: (a) Overset Mesh in Far Field (b) Near Field Details (c) 3D SD7003 Mesh
The grid has been refined on the suction side of the airfoil to provide greater resolution for the
vorticity dynamics. Periodic boundary conditions form the outer spanwise planes while the far
field boundary applies the freestream conditions. The airfoil boundary is of course a wall, and
the overset mesh has flow through conditions on all but the outer spanwise planes.
Several parameters have been used throughout the various cases without change. The nondimentional timestep, defined by the FDL3DI convention, of all 2D simulations was ̃
and for the 3D simulations ̃
. The sampling of time data was taken at ̃
to resolve a range of frequencies that covered the Gaussian energy spectrum that has been
imposed. These timesteps are non-dimensional according to the FDL3DI convention in section 4.
The freestream Mach number is consistent throughout the range of cases and is set to
.
The non-dimensional turbulent length scale has been set to
to develop small scale
structures easily viewed over relatively short periods. All time and force data used for spectral
analysis has been taken at the point ̃ ̃ ̃
and at the end of the applied gust
duration to ensure the gust has fully immersed the airfoil and no transitional data is accounted
for. For the non-dimentional data sampling period of ̃
non-dimensionalized by FDL3DI
standards, the gust duration was 10 and a gust duration of 15 was taken in order to obtain a
period of ̃
. All energy spectrums are taken from the y-component,
, of the
turbulence to reflect the energy contained in the upwash. In performing 2D analyses, the
velocity coefficients have been set to zero after being calculated. All force per unit span
coefficient calculations follow where
is the dynamic pressure, is the airfoil’s chord, is the
perimeter of the airfoil, is lift, is drag and is moment. The forces and moments are found
from pressure data.
5.1
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There are several tests to be performed in order to determine whether the turbulence that is
prescribed in a given region of a flow field is properly applied and that it reacts appropriately
with a structure in the flow field, an airfoil or wing for this work. Multiple cases have been
created for comparison in the following sections. Table 1 shows the list of cases run. In the table,
N refers to the number of harmonics used in the velocity summation for the turbulent gust.
Unless otherwise noted, this value is set to 100. The modified parameter section alludes to the
analysis in which the case and its corresponding representative case will be compared. Cases 7A
and 7B were performed on a grid with an overset mesh upstream of the airfoil.
Table 1: Case Parameters
Case
1A
1B
1C
1D
2A
2B
2C
2D
3A
4A
4B
5A
5B
6A
6B
6C
7A
7B

Turbulent
Intensity
.07
.07
.07
.07
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.07
.35
.07
.35
.07
.35
.35
.35
.35

Reynolds
Number
10k
10k
60k
60k
10k
10k
60k
60k
60k
60k
60k
60k
60k
60k
60k
60k
60k
60k

Angle of
Attack

Spatial
Dimensions
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D
3D
3D
3D
3D
2D
2D
2D
2D
2D

Period
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
10
10

Modified
Parameter
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N = 200
2D in 3D
2D in 3D
3D in 3D
3D in 3D
Period
Period
Period
Overset
Overset

Table 2 shows the format for the various plots in the Results section. In the caption of each
picture, all the cases shown are listed. The order in which they are listed determines their format
as seen below. Blue solid or dashed lines signify results obtained from the implementation of the
RFG method on a square Cartesian mesh. Black solid and dashed lines represent baseline data.
For energy spectra comparisons, they represent the ideal Gaussian Model. For force spectra
comparisons, they represent steady state solutions taken over a period of equal length to the cases
they are compared against. The final curve depicted, which is black dot-dashed, is that of the
Law which is used for comparison between the various plots and to show the general
decreasing trend of turbulence as discussed in the Methodology.
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Table 2: Plot Formats
Case
1 Case Mentioned
2nd Case Mentioned
3rd Case Mentioned
Analytical RFG Method
Gaussian Model or Steady State (SS)
Line

Line Style
Red (R)
Green Dashed (G D)
Magenta (M)
Blue (Bl) and/or Blue Dashed (Bl D)
Black (Bk) and/or Black Dashed (Bk D)
Black Dot-Dashed (Bk DD)

st

Representative Cases
To display the general features of the generated turbulence and its corresponding airfoil force
response, two cases have been chosen to review in detail. In addition, various numerical
parameters will be tested for sensitivity. The chosen cases are 2C and 2D which provide a strong
gust amplitude of turbulent intensity
. They each have freestream conditions
and
but vary in the angle of attack,
and
respectively. The
turbulence is formed with
harmonics, a non-dimensional length scale of
and
an isotropic velocity correlation tensor as defined by EQ 2.4. The sampling period of the gust is
taken as
for both cases.

̃
̃

̃

̃

Figure 4 shows the non-dimensional velocity and vorticity, ζ ̃
̃ , at the point
which is directly upstream in regards to the x-axis of the airfoil. From this it is easy to see that
the created velocity field is similar to the expected field in that the frequency and amplitude of
both are similar. The resulted velocity fields between case 2C and 2D are nearly identical which
is expected due to the fact that angle of attack changes nothing but the distribution of the
convected velocity. This shows that the assumption that the convected velocity is in only the
direction provides good results even at angles of attack of .

̃
(a) R-Case 2C, Bl-RFG

̃
(b) R-Case 2D, Bl-RFG

Figure 4: Turbulent Velocity Field for Representative Cases
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The energy spectrum of the cases is shown in Figure 5 where the energy and frequency are both
non-dimensional according to the FDL3DI convention in section 4. The generated spectra match
closely to the Gaussian spectrum and synthesized spectrum in the mid frequency range providing
proper total energies which produce the prescribed turbulent intensity. The divergence of the
spectra in the high and low frequency ranges may be caused by several factors such as the
sampling rate and period, dimension and position of the source region, and grid resolution. As
discussed in the implementation of the numerical scheme, the resolution of the grid is important
to the frequencies that may be resolved which directly affects the spectrum of the force response.
Based on the grid resolution requirement for the turbulence in the source and evolution regions
of 4-6 points per modal wavelength for the current numerical scheme, it is estimated the upper
limit of ̃
for sufficiently resolved turbulence and corresponding aerodynamic response
spectra in this work. (Visbal & Gaitonde, 2001)

̃
(a) R-Case 2C, Bl-RFG 2C

̃
(b) R-Case 2D, Bl-RFG 2D

Figure 5: Energy Spectrum for Representative Cases (Bk-Gaussian, Bk DD-

)

The vorticity contours of Figures 6 and 7 show the generation, propagation and dissipation of the
turbulence. The source is turned on then continually generates allowing the gust to interact with
the airfoil until it finally ceases and the transition back to steady state is observed. The
corresponding gust-airfoil interaction is seen in Figure 8. Aside from an initial peak in force
response for the
case, the responses to the near-stall case are noticeably higher. There is
no complete loss of response from the high intensity turbulent gusts showing that complete
separation does not occur. The response back to steady state occurs quickly in both cases.
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Figure 6: Vorticity Contours for Representative Cases (Case 2C)

Figure 7: Vorticity Contours for Representative Cases (Case 2D)

̃
(a) Case 2C

̃
(b) Case 2D

Figure 8: Force Responses for Representative Cases
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In the analysis of the force spectra generated from the lift response during the gust-airfoil
interaction, the most noticeable fact is the close rate of energy decay equal to the expected
in the inertial subrange. (Frisch, 1995) Throughout the gust period, the spectra prove to have
higher amplitude spectral modes than the corresponding steady state spectra which indicate nearstall conditions. The observed spectral decay for the gust periods as well as the near-stall steady
state period depicts a turbulent flow regime in that any distinct modes have been masked by
fluctuations across the frequency range. Figure 9a shows a clear transition from laminar to
turbulent flow by discarding the clearly defined ̃
mode which is likely the response to the
quasi-steady shedding frequency of the shear layer. (Galbraith & Visbal, 2010) As mentioned in
the energy plot discussion, the frequency shown in the force plots is non-dimensional according
to the FDL3DI convention in section 4.

̃
(a) R-Case 2C

̃
(b) R-Case 2D

Figure 9: Force Spectrum for Representative Cases (Bk-SS, Bk DD-

)

Gust Period Variation
In the variation of the sampling period during the gust, the comparison is between a gust duration
of 10 with a sampling period of 8 and a gust duration of 15 with a sampling period of 10. It may
be deduced that the shorter period diverges from expected values in the low and high frequency
ranges but matches well in the energy containing region of the spectra. Additional study is
required to determine the lower bound on the period sampling to recover accurately resolved
data.
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̃
(a) R-Case 6B, Bl-RFG 6B, G D-Case 2C,
Bl D-RFG 2C

̃
(b) R-Case 6C, Bl-RFG 6C, G D-Case 2D,
Bl D-RFG 2D

Figure 10: Energy Spectra for Gust Period Variation (Bk-Gaussian, Bk DD-

̃
(a) R-Case 6B, Bk-SS 6B, G D-Case 2C, Bk D-SS 2C

)

̃
(b) R-Case 6C, Bk-SS 6C, G D-Case 2D, Bk D-SS 2D

Figure 11: Force Spectra for Gust Period Variation (Bk DD-

)

Modal Variation
The aspect desired for study in this section is the effect of the number of Fourier harmonics, or
modes, on the flow field and response of the airfoil in regards to resolution and accuracy. Since
the random vectors of the RFG procedure change when the number of modes of the procedure is
modified, the higher modal resolution case, 3A, is not expected to exactly recreate the results of
the lower resolution, 2D. As it may be seen below, both cases have resolved the highest wavenumber scales calculated for both energy and force spectra. Thus, it does not appear that a higher
number of modes is required for the current case setups. Since there is a summation each
iteration, reducing the number of modes cuts the computational costs down significantly.
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̃
R-Case 2D, Bl-RFG 2D, G D-Case 3A, Bl D-RFG 3A, Bk-Gaussian, Bk DD-

Figure 12: Energy Spectra for Modal Variation

̃
R-Case 2D, G D-Case 3A, Bk-SS, Bk DD-

Figure 13: Force Spectra for Modal Variation
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Upstream Grid Resolution Comparison
For the currently small length scale, the issue of resolving the low frequency waves is not
expected to be an issue. As it can be seen below, the comparison between the spectra is good
aside from a slight change in the low frequency range which may be not be related to wave
resolution due to the change in the steady state spectra in the same region observed in Figure 15.
For high length scale turbulence, lower frequency, this issue is expected to become much more
prominent.

̃
(a) R-Case 2C, G D-Case 7A

̃
(b) R-Case 2D, G D-Case 7B

Figure 14: Energy Spectra for Upstream Grid Resolution Comparison (Bl-RFG, BkGaussian, Bk DD)

̃
(a) R-Case 2C, Bk-SS 2C, G D-Case 7A, Bk D-SS 7A

̃
(b) R-Case 2D, Bk-SS 2D, G D-Case 7B, Bk D-SS 7B

Figure 15: Force Spectra for Upstream Grid Resolution Comparison (Bk DD-

)

Turbulent Intensity Variation
The focus of this comparison is on the effects of varying the turbulent intensity. All other
parameters are fixed for pairs of compared cases. The shifted levels correspond to the two
21

intensities imposed,
and
. The higher amplitude gust contains greater energy
which is expected. In the variation of the angle of attack, left versus right plots, and the
Reynold’s number, top versus bottom plots, little change is observed between the spectra. For the
laminar flow case, 1A and 2A, the force response due to the gust is a significant change from the
steady state due to a near zero response from the quasi-steady flow. The force response of the
low intensity case does not appear to transition to turbulence as can be seen by the lack of
fluctuations in the inertial subrange. At high angles of attack, the quasi-steady airfoil response is
significant which overshadows the effect of the low intensity gust. However, the high intensity
gust makes a clear impact on the already near-stall lift device. For Case 2C,
and
, the introduction of the turbulent gust makes a significant impact on the force response
regardless of the intensity by eliminating the clearly defined shedding frequency.

̃
(a) R-Case 1A, Bl-RFG 1A, Bk-Gaussian 1A,
G D-Case 2A, Bl D-RFG 2A, Bk D-Gaussian 2A

̃
(c) R-Case 1C, Bl-RFG 1C, Bk-Gaussian 1C,
G D-Case 2C, Bl D-RFG 2C, Bk D-Gaussian 2C

̃
(b) R-Case 1B, Bl-RFG 1B, Bk-Gaussian 1B,
G D-Case 2B, Bl D-RFG 2B, Bk D-Gaussian 2B

̃
(d) R-Case 1D, Bl-RFG 1D, Bk-Gaussian 1D,
G D-Case 2D, Bl D-RFG 2D, Bk D-Gaussian 2D

Figure 16: Energy Spectra for Turbulent Intensity Variation (Bk DD-

)
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̃
(a) R-Case 1A, G D-Case 2A

̃
(c) R-Case 1C, G D-Case 2C

̃
(b) R-Case 1B, G D-Case 2B

̃
(d) R-Case 1D, G D-Case 2D

Figure 17: Force Spectra for Turbulent Intensity Variation (Bk-SS, Bk DD-

)
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Angle of Attack Variation
Little change is observed in the variation of the angle of attack. At higher Reynolds numbers, the
change in angle of attack provides a slightly elevated force response as seen in Figure 19.

̃
(a) R-Case 1A, G D-Case 1B

̃
(c) R-Case 2A, G D-Case 2B

̃
(b) R-Case 1C, G D-Case 1D

̃
(d) R-Case 2C, G D-Case 2D

Figure 18: Energy Spectra for Angle of Attack Variation (Bl-RFG, Bk-Gaussian, Bk DD)
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̃

̃

(a) R-Case 1A, Bk-SS 1A, G D-Case 1B, Bk D-SS 1B

̃
(c) R-Case 2A, Bk-SS 2A, G D-Case 2B, Bk D-SS 2B

(b) R-Case 1C, Bk-SS 1C, G D-Case 1D, Bk D-SS 1D

̃
(d) R-Case 2C, Bk-SS 2C, G D-Case 2D, Bk D-SS 2D

Figure 19: Force Spectra for Angle of Attack Variation (Bk DD-

)
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Reynolds Number Variation
As expected, the variation of Reynolds number yields no significant changes in the produced
energy spectrum of the turbulent gust, as can be seen in Figure 20.

̃
(a) R-Case 1A, G D-Case 1C

̃
(c) R-Case 2A, G D-Case 2C

̃
(b) R-Case 1B, G D-Case 1D

̃
(d) R-Case 2B, G D-Case 2D

Figure 20: Energy Spectra for Reynolds Number Variation (Bl-RFG, Bk-Gaussian, Bk DD)
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̃
(a) R-Case 1A, Bk-SS 1A, G D-Case 1C, Bk D-SS 1C

̃
(c) R-Case 2A, Bk-SS 2A, G D-Case 2C, Bk D-SS 2C

̃
(b) R-Case 1B, Bk-SS 1B, G D-Case 1D, Bk D-SS 1D

̃
(d) R-Case 2B, Bk-SS 2B, G D-Case 2D, Bk D-SS 2D

Figure 21: Force Spectra for Reynolds Number Variation (Bk DD-

)

Dimensional Comparison
In the comparison of 2D and 3D turbulence, the cases run were done so with gust durations of 10
seconds and the spectra are based on the final 8 seconds of that duration. The comparison is
made between the varying of the dimensions of the grid and of the turbulence by means of the
inserted turbulent constants. For cases 6A/6C and 4A/4B, the turbulence was 2D by use of the
streamwise and transverse modes in EQ 3.1 and the grid was varied. Case 5A/5B uses 3D
turbulence in a 3D grid. Taking note of the vorticity contours of Figures 22-24 where
,
and
, it is easy to note the smaller scale structures observed in the 3D
turbulence case. The previously resolved turbulent wave structure is broken down as the gust
convects downstream. The velocity fluctuations over the sampling period are displayed in Figure
25 with the time history of the force responses displayed in Figures 26 and 27. From the force
responses, a noticeable difference arises between 2D and 3D analyses. The previous
insignificance of low intensity gusts interacting with near-stall devices is null in 3D. The steady
state responses in 3D are much lower so the effect of the turbulence is shown. Still the effect of
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the low intensity gusts is largely insignificant when compared to the high intensity gusts, but this
is to be expected. The energy spectrum generated by the source shows a close match between 2D
and 3D simulations in the energy containing frequency range while diverging once again in the
low and high frequency ranges. The force spectra depict the lowered quasi-steady response
between 2D and 3D as noted previously while also showing the reduction of response in the
higher frequencies due to 3D turbulence. While this trend may become more prominent with
additional testing, the force in the energy containing frequency range is reproduced for 3D as in
2D. This is an important fact that leads to the validation of the 2D parametric studies.

Figure 22: Vorticity Contours for Dimensional Comparison (Case 6C)

Figure 23: Vorticity Contours for Dimensional Comparison (Case 4B)

Figure 24: Vorticity Contours for Dimensional Comparison (Case 5B)
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̃
̃

̃
̃

̃

̃

(a) R-Case 6A, G D-Case 4A, M-Case 5A, Bl-RFG

(b) R-Case 6C, G D-Case 4B, M-Case 5B, Bl-RFG

Figure 25: Velocity Field for Dimensional Comparison

̃

̃

̃

R-Case 6A, G D-Case 4A, M-Case 5A

̃

Figure 26: Force Response for Dimensional Comparison

̃

̃

R-Case 6C, G D-Case 4B, M-Case 5B

Figure 27: Force Response for Dimensional Comparison
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̃
(a) R-Case 6A, G D-Case 4A, M-Case 5A

̃
(b) R-Case 6C, G D-Case 4B, M-Case 5B

Figure 28: Energy Spectra for Dimensional Comparison (Bl-RFG, Bk-Gaussian, Bk DD)

̃
(a) R-Case 6A, Bk-SS 6A, G D-Case 4A, M-Case 5A,
Bk D-SS 4A & 5A

̃
(b) R-Case 6C, Bk-SS 6C, G D-Case 4B, M-Case 5B,
Bk D-SS 4B & 5B

Figure 29: Force Spectra for Dimensional Comparison (Bk DD-

)
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6.

Conclusion

This work has supplemented the research on the unsteady response to upstream disturbances
common in urban environments for MAV flight control. A method to introduce a turbulent
momentum source with various prescribed statistical characteristics, including length and time
scales, turbulent intensity, energy spectrum and anisotropy, has been presented. The source based
on the RFG method is three-dimensional, divergence-free and convected by a uniform velocity in
the dimension. It is formed from a summation of Fourier harmonics with normally distributed
wave-numbers and frequencies.
High-fidelity numerical simulations were performed on the SD7003 airfoil to cover a wide range
of variable parameters both numerical and physical. Laminar and turbulent regimes were studied
where
,
and
. The intensity of the gust source
was compared between
. The period of the sampling data, number of Fourier
harmonics and upstream grid resolution were reviewed. The period was found to affect the
solution in the high and low frequency ranges where as the number of modes and grid resolution
did little to change the results for the chosen length scale which was small.
It was shown that the applied turbulent gust is capable of modifying flow transition with a
resulting force spectra following the energy decay rate of
. The impact of low intensity
turbulent gusts appears to be overshadowed by the natural shedding frequency at near stall
conditions.
Comparisons between 2D and 3D ILES simulations revealed much lower quasi-steady state force
responses allowing for the effects of the low intensity gusts to be observed. In addition, the
higher frequency terms of the 3D turbulence were reduced from the 2D results, but the peaks in
the energy containing range stayed the same. Future analysis of imposed energy spectrum using
the DSRFG method and anisotropy, among other parameters, are a logical next step to this work.
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Appendix A
Compact Scheme Relations

Figure 30: Compact Scheme Stencils (Gaitonde & Visbal, AFRL-VA-WP-TR-1998-3060)
A.1

First derivatives at the nodes
Interior

Boundary Point 1

Boundary Point 2

Boundary Point M = N-1

Boundary Point N

Interpolated values at the midpoints
Interior

Boundary Point

Boundary Point

Boundary Point M-1/2 = N-3/2

Boundary Point N-1/2

A.2

First derivatives at the midpoints
Interior

Boundary Point

Boundary Point

or M-1/2 = N-3/2

For this particular scheme, the interior relation may be satisfied for both of these points due to
nature of the midpoint formulas and the limit on the order of accuracy imposed by the first
derivatives at the nodes.
Boundary Point N-1/2

Second derivatives at the nodes
Interior
(

)

(

)

Boundary Point 1

Boundary Point 2

Boundary Point M = N-1

Boundary Point N

A.3

Filter formulas
Interior
̅

̅

̅

Boundary Point 5
̅

̅

̅

Boundary Point 4
̅

̅

̅

Boundary Point 3
̅

̅

̅

Boundary Point 2
̅

̅

̅

Boundary Point 1
̅

̅

Boundary Point N-4
̅

̅

̅

Boundary Point N-3

A.4

̅

̅

̅

Boundary Point N-2
̅

̅

̅

Boundary Point N-1
̅

̅

̅

Boundary Point N
̅

̅

A.5

Appendix B
RFG Input Generation and Validation Script
% Program makeRFG.m
% Jacob Brodnick
clear all; clc;
format long;
set(0,'DefaultAxesFontSize',10)
% Michel experiment: c=0.1m, L=0.0035m, U=25m/s
cmich = .1;
Lmich = .0035;
chord = .0046;
% Airfoil Chord in m
L
= Lmich*chord/cmich; % Turbulent Length Scale in m
Uavg = 35.0;
% Mean Velocity in m/s
tau
= L/Uavg;
% Turbulent Time Scale in s
Num
= 100;
% Number of Harmonics (Non-dimensional)
turbI = .07;
% Turbulent Intensity (Non-dimensional)
urms = turbI*Uavg;
% RMS velocity in m/s
maxIter = 400;
% Number of files from FDL3DI
timestep = .025*(chord/Uavg); % Time between output of files from FDL3DI
(Sampling Frequency)
Period
= maxIter*timestep;
x
= zeros(3,1);
%
r
= zeros(3,3);
%
a
= zeros(3,3);
%
c
= zeros(3,1);
%
x_ND = zeros(3,1);
%
k_ND = zeros(Num,3);
%
u
= zeros(3,1);
%
v
= zeros(3,maxIter);
vrms = zeros(3,1);
%
ETheo = zeros(Num,3);
%
TotalECalc = zeros(1,3);%
TotalETheo = zeros(1,3);%

Set point of calculation to zero in m
m^2/s^2
Non-dimensional
m/s
Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional
m/s
% m/s
m/s
m^2/s^2 (RFG Scaling)
m^3/s^2 (RFG Scaling)
m^3/s^2 (RFG Scaling)

zeta
xi
k
omega
p
q
eta

Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(Num,3);
zeros(Num,3);
zeros(Num,3);
zeros(Num,1);
zeros(Num,3);
zeros(Num,3);
zeros(3,3,3);

%
%
%
%
%
%
%

%=========== Turbulence Constants ===========%
% All turbulence constants are valid for all points at all times; thus,
% they are calculated only once.
% Permutation Tensor (Also known as Levi-Civita Tensor)
% Well Known & Fully Defined 3D Form
for i = 1:3
for m = 1:3
for j = 1:3
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eta(i,j,m) = .5*(i-j)*(j-m)*(m-i);
end
end
end
% All of Huang's Equation 5
zeta = normrnd(0,1,Num,3);
xi
= normrnd(0,1,Num,3);
% Wave-Number Vector contains numbers with a normal distribution N(0,.5)
% (Wavenumber is equal in each direction)
k(:,1) = abs(normrnd(0,.5,Num,1));
k(:,2) = k(:,1);
k(:,3) = k(:,1);
k = sort(k,1);
% Frequency Vector contains numbers with a normal distribution N(0,1)
omega = k(:,1);
for n = 1:Num
for i = 1:3
p(n,i) = 0;
q(n,i) = 0;
for j = 1:3
for m = 1:3
p(n,i) = p(n,i) + eta(i,j,m)*xi(n,j)*k(n,m);
q(n,i) = q(n,i) + eta(i,j,m)*zeta(n,j)*k(n,m);
end
end
end
end
p=p*sqrt(2/Num);
q=q*sqrt(2/Num);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Write out the turbulence constants (fid_1 will be used for the Gust
Module and fid_2 will be used by the test program)
fid = fopen('Turb_Constants.dat','w');
for n = 1:Num
fprintf(fid, '%e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e %e\n',...
k(n,1),k(n,2),k(n,3),p(n,1),q(n,1),p(n,2),q(n,2),p(n,3),q(n,3));
end
fclose(fid);

% Use previously generated constants
load Turb_Constants.dat
k(:,1) = Turb_Constants(:,1);
k(:,2) = Turb_Constants(:,2);
k(:,3) = Turb_Constants(:,3);
p(:,1) = Turb_Constants(:,4);
q(:,1) = Turb_Constants(:,5);
p(:,2) = Turb_Constants(:,6);
q(:,2) = Turb_Constants(:,7);
p(:,3) = Turb_Constants(:,8);
q(:,3) = Turb_Constants(:,9);
omega = k(:,1);
clear Turb_Constants
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%=================== Rescaling for FDL3DI ====================%
scale1 = chord/L;
scale2 = turbI;
alf = k(:,1)*scale1;
bet = k(:,2)*scale1;
gam = k(:,3)*scale1; %0*k(:,3)*scale1;
ax = p(:,1)*scale2;
bx = q(:,1)*scale2;
ay = p(:,2)*scale2;
by = q(:,2)*scale2;
az = p(:,3)*scale2; %0*p(:,3)*scale2;
bz = q(:,3)*scale2; %0*q(:,3)*scale2;
omega = alf;
clear Turb_Constants;
% Create the FDL3DI Input File
fid_1 = fopen('turbcase07.dat','w');
for n = 1:Num
fprintf(fid_1, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n',...
alf(n),bet(n),gam(n),ax(n),bx(n),ay(n),by(n),az(n),bz(n));
end
fclose(fid_1);
% Used if a previously generated file used for FDL3DI is desired to be read
turbFile = 'turbcase07.dat';
turbData = load(turbFile);
k(:,1) = turbData(:,1)/scale1;
k(:,2) = turbData(:,2)/scale1;
k(:,3) = turbData(:,3)/scale1;
p(:,1) = turbData(:,4)/scale2;
q(:,1) = turbData(:,5)/scale2;
p(:,2) = turbData(:,6)/scale2;
q(:,2) = turbData(:,7)/scale2;
p(:,3) = turbData(:,8)/scale2;
q(:,3) = turbData(:,9)/scale2;
omega = k(:,1);
clear turbData
%=========== Anisotropic Velocity Correlation Tensor ===========%
% Defined in Huang's Equation 37
r = eye(3,3)*(turbI*Uavg)^2;
%=========== Transformation Tensor & Scaling Vector ===========%
% Defined in Huang's Equations 1 & 2
% Due to the composition of 'r', 'a' must be the identity matrix to be
% sure Huang's Equation 1 is diagonal on both sides.
c(:,1) = sqrt(r)*[1;1;1];
a = eye(3,3);
% Huang's Equation 3
x_ND = x/L;
for i = 1:3
k_ND(:,i)=k(:,i)*((L/tau)/c(i,1));
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%
k_ND(:,i)=k(:,i)/turbI(i);
end
%=========== Turbulent Velocity Assembly ===========%
for i = 1:3 % start 3-dimensional i-cycle
for iter = 0:maxIter % start time iter-cycle
time = iter*timestep;
t_ND = time/tau;
u(i,1)=0.;
for n = 1:Num % start modal summation n-cycle
phase = k_ND(n,1)*x_ND(1,1) + k_ND(n,2)*x_ND(2,1) + ...
k_ND(n,3)*x_ND(3,1) + omega(n,1)*t_ND;
uMode = ( p(n,i).*cos(phase) + q(n,i).*sin(phase) );
u(i,1) = u(i,1) + uMode;
end % n-cycle
%=========== Scale & Transform Turbulent Velocity ===========%
v(i,iter+1) = urms*u(i,1);
end % time iter-cycle
end % i-cycle
%=========================== Validation ===========================%
% Check 1: Orthogonality of 'k' and 'p','q' (Stated after just Smirnov's
% Equation 12)
fprintf('Check 1: Divergence-free Condition (No failure unless otherwise
noted)\n')
for n = 1:Num
if( dot(k(n,:),p(n,:)) >= 1e-6 )
fprintf('Check 1.A not met at (n, i): (%i, %i)\n',n,i);
end
if( dot(k(n,:),q(n,:)) >= 1e-6 )
fprintf('Check 1.B not met at (n, i): (%i, %i)\n',n,i);
end
end
% Check 2: Zero time-averaged velocity in each axis direction
fprintf('\nCheck 2: Zero time-averaged velocity (Expect nearly zero for each
value)\n')
disp( sum(v,2)'/(maxIter+1)/Uavg )
% Check 3: RMS Velocity Calculation
vrms = sqrt( sum(v.^2,2) / (maxIter+1) );
fprintf('Check 3: RMS Velocity (Expect %g %g %g)\n',turbI,turbI,turbI)
fprintf('Calculated:')
disp( vrms'/Uavg )
% Check 4: Diagonal Correlation Tensor of 'u' (Smirnov's Equation 10)
% check = zeros(3,3);
% for i = 1:3
%
for j = 1:3
%
for iter = 0:maxIter
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%

check(i,j) = check(i,j) + v(i,iter+1)*v(j,iter+1);
end
end
end
fprintf('Check 4: (Expect nearly the Identity Matrix)\n')
disp( check/(maxIter+1) )
clear check;

%=========================== Plots ===========================%
% Create the analytical energy spectrum of the Gaussian Model
for i = 1:3
for n = 1:Num
%
if(n == 1)
%
dk = k(1,i);
%
else
%
dk = k(n,i)-k(n-1,i);
%
end
if(n == 1)
dk = k_ND(1,i);
else
dk = k_ND(n,i)-k_ND(n-1,i);
end
% Huang's Equation 6 converted from E(kn) to Ei(kn)
ETheo(n,i) = (urms^2)*(1/3)*...
16*sqrt(2/pi)*(k_ND(n,i)^4)*exp(-2*k_ND(n,i)^2);%/dk;
TotalETheo(1,i) = TotalETheo(1,i) + ETheo(n,i)*dk;
end
end
fprintf('Check 4: Total theoretical energy 0.5*urms^2 = %g\n\n',.5*urms^2);
fprintf('Analytical:')
disp(TotalETheo)
fprintf('Calculated:')
TotalECalc = .5*vrms'.^2;
disp(TotalECalc)
% Plot 1: RFG parts of Huang's Fig. 4
figure(1)
subplot(3,2,1:2)
plot( 0:timestep:maxIter*timestep , v(1,:)/Uavg )
ylabel('u/Uavg')
axis([0 Period -.25 .25])
subplot(3,2,3:4)
plot( 0:timestep:maxIter*timestep , v(2,:)/Uavg )
ylabel('v/Uavg')
axis([0 Period -.25 .25])
subplot(3,2,5:6)
plot( 0:timestep:maxIter*timestep , v(3,:)/Uavg )
ylabel('w/Uavg')
xlabel('Time (s)')
axis([0 Period -.25 .25])
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% Plot
vfft =
Efft =
ffft =
kfft =

2: Energy Spectrum of the turbulent velocity field
fft(v',maxIter+1) / (maxIter+1);
abs( vfft(1:floor((maxIter+1)/2),:) ).^2;
.5*(1/timestep)*linspace(0,1,floor((maxIter+1)/2));
ffft'/Uavg*L*10;

for i=1:3;
for n=1:(maxIter+1)/2
if(n == 1)
dk = kfft(n,1);
else
dk = kfft(n,1)-kfft(n-1,1);
end
Efft(n,i) = Efft(n,i)/dk;
end
end
figure(2)
subplot(1,1,1)
loglog( kfft(:) , Efft(1:floor((maxIter+1)/2),1) , 'b' )
hold on
loglog( kfft(:) , Efft(1:floor((maxIter+1)/2),2) , 'k' )
hold on
loglog( kfft(:) , Efft(1:floor((maxIter+1)/2),3) , 'g' )
hold on
loglog( k_ND(:,1) , ETheo(:,1) , 'm' )
hold on
loglog( [10^-2 10^1] , [10^3 10^-2] , '--m')
hold off
xlim([.05 10])
ylim([1e-6 100])
xlabel('k (1/m)')
ylabel('E_i (m^3/s^2)')
legend('Spectrum generated by RFG in X',...
'Spectrum generated by RFG in Y',...
'Spectrum generated by RFG in Z',...
'Spectrum of Gaussian Model', ...
'-5/3', ...
'Location','SouthEast')

RFG Output Generation Script
Energy and Velocity Output:
% Program Main.m
% Jacob Brodnick
clear all; clc;
format long;
set(0,'DefaultAxesFontSize',10)
count = 1; % Counter for the current Data Set
%=============================================================%
%
Data Set 1
%
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%=============================================================%
cmich = .1;
Lmich = .0035;
chord = .0046;
% Airfoil Chord in m
L
= Lmich*chord/cmich*[1 1 1]; % Turbulent Length Scale in m
Uavg = 35.0;
% Mean Velocity in m/s
Mach = .1;
% Mach number of the flow field
Num
= 100;
% Number of Harmonics (Non-dimensional)
turbI = .07*[1 1 1];
% Turbulent Intensity (Non-dimensional)
maxIter1 = 320;
% Number of files from FDL3DI
timestep1 = .025;
% Time between output of files from FDL3DI
(Sampling Frequency)
Period= maxIter1*timestep1;
x
= [-0.5 0 0];
% Set point of calculation to zero in m
% Accounts for different velocity scaling of the various versions of FDL3DI
(1 or 1/Mach)
scale = 1; %1/Mach;
%*********** Time Plot Input ***********%
tST = 27; %27; %30;
% Desired start time of gust data from FDL3DI
tSP = 35; %35; %40;
% Desired stop time of gust data from FDL3DI
tSS = 25; %25; %25;
% Starting time of the time data file
timestepFDL = .025;
% Time between output of files from FDL3DI (Sampling
Frequency)
%***************************************%
turbFile = 'turbcaseG07.dat';
% File name of the turb. constants data
timeFile = 'timeP8G07_M0.1_R60k_A8_-0.5_0_0.dat'; % File name of the desired
time data
[count v1 vort1 tFDL1 vortFDL1 vFDL1 EFDLfft1 kFDLfft1 Efft1 kfft1 ETheo1
kTheo1] = ...
turbCalc(count,scale,turbFile,timeFile,chord,L,Uavg,Mach,Num,turbI,maxIter1,t
imestep1,x,tST,tSP,tSS,timestepFDL);
%=============================================================%
%
Data Set 2
%
%=============================================================%
cmich = .1;
Lmich = .0035;
chord = .0046;
% Airfoil Chord in m
L
= Lmich*chord/cmich*[1 1 1]; % Turbulent Length Scale in m
Uavg = 35.0;
% Mean Velocity in m/s
Mach = .1;
% Mach number of the flow field
Num
= 100;
% Number of Harmonics (Non-dimensional)
turbI = .07*[1 1 1];
% Turbulent Intensity (Non-dimensional)
maxIter2 = 320;
% Number of files from FDL3DI
timestep2 = .025;
% Time between output of files from FDL3DI
(Sampling Frequency)
Period= maxIter2*timestep2;
x
= [-0.5 0 0];
% Set point of calculation to zero in m
% Accounts for different velocity scaling of the various versions of FDL3DI
(1 or 1/Mach)
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scale = 1;
%*********** Time Plot Input ***********%
tST = 75.5; %75.5; %27; %30;
% Desired start time of gust data from
FDL3DI
tSP = 83.5; %83.5; %35; %40;
% Desired stop time of gust data from
FDL3DI
tSS = 73.5; %73.5; %25; %25;
% Starting time of the time data file
timestepFDL = .025;
% Time between output of files from FDL3DI (Sampling
Frequency)
%***************************************%
turbFile = 'turbcaseG07.dat';
% File name of the turb. constants data
timeFile = 'timeP8G07_M0.1_R60k_A8_2D3D_-0.5_0_0.dat'; % File name of the
desired time data
[count v2 vort2 tFDL2 vortFDL2 vFDL2 EFDLfft2 kFDLfft2 Efft2 kfft2 ETheo2
kTheo2] = ...
turbCalc(count,scale,turbFile,timeFile,chord,L,Uavg,Mach,Num,turbI,maxIter2,t
imestep2,x,tST,tSP,tSS,timestepFDL);
%=============================================================%
%
Data Set 3
%
%=============================================================%
cmich = .1;
Lmich = .0035;
chord = .0046;
% Airfoil Chord in m
L
= Lmich*chord/cmich*[1 1 1]; % Turbulent Length Scale in m
Uavg = 35.0;
% Mean Velocity in m/s
Mach = .1;
% Mach number of the flow field
Num
= 100;
% Number of Harmonics (Non-dimensional)
turbI = .07*[1 1 1];
% Turbulent Intensity (Non-dimensional)
maxIter3 = 320;
% Number of files from FDL3DI
timestep2 = .025;
% Time between output of files from FDL3DI
(Sampling Frequency)
Period= maxIter3*timestep2;
x
= [-0.5 0 0];
% Set point of calculation to zero in m
% Accounts for different velocity scaling of the various versions of FDL3DI
(1 or 1/Mach)
scale = 1;
%*********** Time Plot Input ***********%
tST = 75.5; %27; %30;
% Desired start time of gust data from FDL3DI
tSP = 83.5; %35; %40;
% Desired stop time of gust data from FDL3DI
tSS = 73.5; %25; %25;
% Starting time of the time data file
timestepFDL = .025;
% Time between output of files from FDL3DI (Sampling
Frequency)
%***************************************%
turbFile = 'turbcaseG07_3D.dat';
% File name of the turb. constants data
timeFile = 'timeP8G07_M0.1_R60k_A8_3D3D_-0.5_0_0.dat'; % File name of the
desired time data
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[count v3 vort3 tFDL3 vortFDL3 vFDL3 EFDLfft3 kFDLfft3 Efft3 kfft3 ETheo3
kTheo3] = ...
turbCalc(count,scale,turbFile,timeFile,chord,L,Uavg,Mach,Num,turbI,maxIter3,t
imestep2,x,tST,tSP,tSS,timestepFDL);
%=============================================================%
%
Plots
%
%=============================================================%
Period = 8;
%*** Plot 1: Velocity and Vorticity vs. Time Plots
figure(1)
subplot(3,2,1:2)
plot( (0:timestep1:maxIter1*timestep1) , v1(1,:) , 'b' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL1 , vFDL1(1,:) , 'r' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( (0:timestep2:maxIter2*timestep2) , v2(1,:) ,'--b','LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL2 , vFDL2(1,:) , '--g' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL3 , vFDL3(1,:) , 'm' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold off
ylabel('u/Uavg','FontSize',14)
xlim([0 Period])
ylim([-2 2])
% ylim([-.025 .025])
subplot(3,2,3:4)
plot( (0:timestep1:maxIter1*timestep1) , v1(2,:) , 'b' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL1 , vFDL1(2,:) , 'r' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( (0:timestep2:maxIter2*timestep2) , v2(2,:) ,'--b','LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL2 , vFDL2(2,:) , '--g' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL3 , vFDL3(2,:) , 'm' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold off
ylabel('v/Vavg','FontSize',14)
xlim([0 Period])
ylim([-2 2])
% ylim([-.025 .025])
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

subplot(3,2,3:4)
plot( (0:timestep:maxIter*timestep) , v1(3,:) , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL1 , vFDL1(3,:) , 'r' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL2 , vFDL2(3,:) , '--g' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
% hold on
% plot( tFDL3 , vFDL3(3,:) , 'm' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold off
ylabel('v','FontSize',14)
xlim([0 Period])
% ylim([-1 1])
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subplot(3,2,5:6)
plot( (0:timestep1:maxIter1*timestep1) , vort1(1,:) ,'b','LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL1 , vortFDL1 , 'r' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( (0:timestep2:maxIter2*timestep2) , vort2(1,:) ,'--b','LineWidth',2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL2 , vortFDL2 , '--g' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
plot( tFDL3 , vortFDL3 , 'm' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold off
ylabel('\zeta','FontSize',16)
xlabel('Time','FontSize',14)
xlim([0 Period])
ylim([-50 50])
% ylim([-.5 .5])
%*** Plot 2: Energy Spectra Plot
figure(2)
loglog( kfft1(:,2) , Efft1(1:floor((maxIter1+1)/2),2) , 'b' , 'LineWidth',
2.5)
hold on
loglog( kFDLfft1(:,2) , EFDLfft1(:,2) , 'r' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
loglog( kfft2(:,2) , Efft2(1:floor((maxIter2+1)/2),2) , '--b' , 'LineWidth',
2.5)
hold on
loglog( kFDLfft2(:,2) , EFDLfft2(:,2) , '--g' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
loglog( kFDLfft3(:,2) , EFDLfft3(:,2) , 'm' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
loglog( kTheo1 , ETheo1(:,1) , 'k' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
loglog( kTheo2 , ETheo2(:,1) , '--k' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
loglog( [10^-4 10^2] , [10^4 10^-6] , '-.k' , 'LineWidth', 1.5)
hold off
xlim([2*10^-1 2*10^1])
ylim([10^-8 10^-1])
xlabel('f','FontSize',14)
ylabel('E_i','FontSize',14)

function
[count,v,vort,tFDL,vortFDL,vFDL,EFDLfft,kFDLfft,Efft,kfft,ETheo,kTheo] =...
turbCalc(count,scale,turbFile,timeFile,chord,L,Uavg,Mach,Num,turbI,maxIter,ti
mestep,x,tST,tSP,tSS,timestepFDL)
tau
urms

= L/Uavg;
= turbI*Uavg;

x_ND
r
a

= zeros(1,3);
= zeros(3,3);
= zeros(3,3);

% Turbulent Time Scale in s
% RMS velocity in m/s
% Non-dimensional
% m^2/s^2
% Non-dimensional
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c
= zeros(3,1);
% m/s
v
= zeros(3,maxIter+1); % m/s
vrms = zeros(3,1);
% Calculated RMS in m/s
vort = zeros(1,maxIter+1);
ETheo = zeros(Num,3);
% m^2/s^2 (RFG Scaling)
TotalECalc = zeros(1,3);% m^3/s^2 (RFG Scaling)
TotalETheo = zeros(1,3);% m^3/s^2 (RFG Scaling)
vscale = Uavg;%/Mach;
% Scale to transfer from FDL3DI to Real velocity
k
k_ND
omega
p
q

=
=
=
=
=

zeros(Num,3);
zeros(Num,3);
zeros(Num,1);
zeros(Num,3);
zeros(Num,3);

%
%
%
%
%

Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional

%=========== Load Turbulence Constants ===========%
scale1 = chord./L;
scale2 = turbI;
turbData = load(turbFile);
k(:,1) = turbData(:,1)/scale1(1,1);
k(:,2) = turbData(:,2)/scale1(1,2);
k(:,3) = turbData(:,3)/scale1(1,3);
p(:,1) = turbData(:,4)/scale2(1,1);
q(:,1) = turbData(:,5)/scale2(1,1);
p(:,2) = turbData(:,6)/scale2(1,2);
q(:,2) = turbData(:,7)/scale2(1,2);
p(:,3) = turbData(:,8)/scale2(1,3);
q(:,3) = turbData(:,9)/scale2(1,3);
omega = k(:,1);
clear turbData
%============ Anisotropic Velocity Correlation Tensor ===========%
% Defined in Huang's Equation 37
r = [(turbI(1,1)*Uavg)^2
0
0
0
(turbI(1,2)*Uavg)^2
0
0
0
(turbI(1,3)*Uavg)^2];
%============ Transformation Tensor & Scaling Vector ============%
% Defined in Huang's Equations 1 & 2
% Due to the composition of 'r', 'a' must be the identity matrix to be
% sure Huang's Equation 1 is diagonal on both sides.
c(:,1) = sqrt(r)*[1;1;1];
a = eye(3,3);
% Huang's Equation 3
x_ND = x./L;
for i = 1:3
k_ND(:,i) = k(:,i);
end
%================= Turbulent Velocity Assembly ==================%
for iter = 0:maxIter % start time iter-cycle
time = iter*timestep*(chord/Uavg);
t_ND = time/tau(1,i);
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phase = k_ND(:,1)*x_ND(1,1) + k_ND(:,2)*x_ND(1,2) + ...
k_ND(:,3)*x_ND(1,3) + omega(:,1)*t_ND;
v(1,iter+1) = urms(1,1)/vscale*sum(p(:,1).*cos(phase)+q(:,1).*sin(phase));
v(2,iter+1) = urms(1,2)/vscale*sum(p(:,2).*cos(phase)+q(:,2).*sin(phase));
v(3,iter+1) = urms(1,3)/vscale*sum(p(:,3).*cos(phase)+q(:,3).*sin(phase));
vort(1,iter+1) = sum( ...
scale1(1,1)*k_ND(:,1)*urms(1,2)/vscale.*(p(:,2).*sin(phase)+q(:,2).*cos(phase))-...
scale1(1,2)*k_ND(:,2)*urms(1,1)/vscale.*(p(:,1).*sin(phase)+q(:,1).*cos(phase)) );
end % time iter-cycle
%======================== Load Time Data ========================%
timeData = load(timeFile);
iST = (tST-tSS)*(1/timestepFDL) + 1;
iSP = (tSP-tSS)*(1/timestepFDL) + 1;
scale = 1/Mach;
tFDL
= (timeData(iST:iSP,1)-tST);
vortFDL = timeData(iST:iSP,2)*scale;
vFDL(1,:)= timeData(iST:iSP,3)*scale;
vFDL(2,:)= timeData(iST:iSP,4)*scale;
vFDL(3,:)= zeros(1,iSP-iST+1)*scale; % timeData(iST:iSP,5);
clear timeData;
% Convert FDL3DI velocity to real zero averaged (perturbation) velocity
vFDL(1,:)= ( vFDL(1,:) - sum(vFDL(1,:))/length(vFDL(1,:)) );
vFDL(2,:)= ( vFDL(2,:) - sum(vFDL(2,:))/length(vFDL(2,:)) );
vFDL(3,:)= ( vFDL(3,:) - sum(vFDL(3,:))/length(vFDL(3,:)) );
%====================== Energy Calculations =====================%
% Find the energy in the frequency spectrum from FDL3DI
vFDLfft = fft(vFDL',length(vFDL)) / length(vFDL);
EFDLfft = abs( vFDLfft(1:floor(length(vFDL)/2),:) ).^2;
fFDLfft =
.5*(1/(timestepFDL))*linspace(1/floor(length(vFDL)/2),1,floor(length(vFDL)/2)
);
kFDLfft = fFDLfft'*[1 1 1];
for i=1:2;
for n=1:length(vFDL)/2
if(n == 1)
dk = kFDLfft(n,i);
else
dk = kFDLfft(n,i)-kFDLfft(n-1,i);
end
EFDLfft(n,i) = EFDLfft(n,i)/dk;
end
end
% Find the energy in the frequency spectrum from Matlab
vfft = fft(v',maxIter+1) / (maxIter+1);
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Efft = abs( vfft(1:floor((maxIter+1)/2),:) ).^2;
ffft =
.5*(1/timestep)*linspace(1/floor((maxIter+1)/2),1,floor((maxIter+1)/2));
kfft = ffft'*[1 1 1];
for i=1:3;
for n=1:(maxIter+1)/2
if(n == 1)
dk = kfft(n,i);
else
dk = kfft(n,i)-kfft(n-1,i);
end
Efft(n,i) = Efft(n,i)/dk;
end
end
% Create the analytical energy spectrum of the Gaussian Model
kTheo = k_ND/.035;
ko = 1*scale1(1,1)*.1;%1*scale1(1,1)/(2*pi);
for i = 1:3
for n = 1:Num
if(n == 1)
dk = kTheo(1,i);
else
dk = kTheo(n,i)-kTheo(n-1,i);
end
% Huang's Equation 6 converted from E(kn) to Ei(kn)
ETheo(n,i) = (urms(1,i)/vscale)^2*(1/3)*...
16*sqrt(2/pi)*(kTheo(n,i)^4)/(ko^5)*exp(2*kTheo(n,i)^2/(ko^2));
TotalETheo(1,i) = TotalETheo(1,i) + ETheo(n,i)*dk;
end
end
%=========================== Validation ===========================%
%*** Check 1: Orthogonality of 'k' and 'p','q' (Stated after just Smirnov's
% Equation 12)
% fprintf('***Check 1a: Divergence-free Condition (No failure unless
otherwise noted)\n')
% for n = 1:Num
%
if( dot(k(n,:),p(n,:)) >= 1e-5 )
%
fprintf('Check 1.A not met at (n, i): (%i, %i)\n',n,i);
%
end
%
if( dot(k(n,:),q(n,:)) >= 1e-5 )
%
fprintf('Check 1.B not met at (n, i): (%i, %i)\n',n,i);
%
end
% end
%*** Check 2: Zero time-averaged velocity in each axis direction
fprintf('\n********************************************************')
fprintf('\n*
Data Set %i
*',count)
fprintf('\n********************************************************')
fprintf('\n***Check 2: Zero time-averaged velocity (Expect nearly zero for
each value)\n')
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fprintf('Calculated from Matlab:\n')
disp( sum(v,2)'/(maxIter+1)*vscale/Uavg )
fprintf('Calculated from FDL3DI:\n')
disp( sum(vFDL,2)'/(length(vFDL))*vscale/Uavg )
%*** Check 3: RMS Velocity Calculation
fprintf('***Check 3: RMS Velocity (Expect %g %g
%g)\n',turbI(1,1),turbI(1,2),turbI(1,3))
fprintf('Calculated from Matlab:\n')
vrms = sqrt( sum(v.^2,2) / (maxIter+1) );
disp( vrms'*vscale/Uavg )
fprintf('Calculated from FDL3DI:\n')
vrmsFDL = sqrt( sum(vFDL.^2,2) / (length(vFDL)) );
disp( vrmsFDL'*vscale/Uavg )
%*** Check 4: Total Energy Calculation
fprintf('***Check 4: Total theoretical energy 0.5*urms^2 (Expect %g %g
%g)\n',.5*(urms(1,1)/vscale)^2,.5*(urms(1,2)/vscale)^2,.5*(urms(1,3)/vscale)^
2);
fprintf('Analytical:\n')
disp(TotalETheo)
fprintf('Calculated from Matlab:\n')
TotalECalc = .5*vrms'.^2;
disp(TotalECalc)
fprintf('Calculated from FDL3DI:\n')
TotalECalcFDL = .5*vrmsFDL'.^2;
disp(TotalECalcFDL)
count = count + 1; % Update the number of current data set

Force output
% Program CompareForceResponses.m
% Jacob Brodnick
clear; clc;
% samTime# represents the Sampling Time of the Force Data
%==========================================================%
%
Load Input Files
%
%==========================================================%
forceFile = 'forcesP10G35_M0.1_R60k_A0.dat';
forceData = load(forceFile);
t1 = forceData(:,1)-forceData(1,1);
force1 = forceData(:,2:4);
clear forceData;
samTime1 = t1(length(t1),1)/(length(t1)-1);
forceFile = 'forcesP10fullG35Multi_M0.1_R60k_A8.dat';
forceData = load(forceFile);
t2 = forceData(:,1)-forceData(1,1)-10;
force2 = forceData(:,2:4);
clear forceData;
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samTime2

= t2(length(t2),1)/(length(t2)-1);

forceFile = 'forcesP8fullG35_M0.1_R60k_A8_3D3D.dat';
forceData = load(forceFile);
t3 = forceData(:,1)-forceData(1,1)-10;
force3 = forceData(:,2:4);
clear forceData;
samTime3 = t3(length(t3),1)/(length(t3)-1);
forceFile = 'forcesP10Steady_M0.1_R60k_A0.dat';
forceData = load(forceFile);
t4 = forceData(:,1)-forceData(1,1);
force4 = forceData(:,2:4);
clear forceData;
samTime4 = t4(length(t4),1)/(length(t4)-1);
forceFile = 'forcesP10Steady_M0.1_R60k_A8.dat';
forceData = load(forceFile);
t5 = forceData(:,1)-forceData(1,1);
force5 = forceData(:,2:4);
clear forceData;
samTime5 = t5(length(t5),1)/(length(t5)-1);
%==========================================================%
%
Force Response Plot
%
%==========================================================%
figure(1)
subplot(3,2,1:2)
plot(t1,force1(:,1),'r' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);
hold on;
% plot(t2,force2(:,1),'--g' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);
% hold on;
% plot(t3,force3(:,1),'m' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);%'k' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);
hold off;
ylabel('CL','FontSize',14)
% xlabel('Time','FontSize',14)
% axis([10 36 -1 1])
% xlim([-5 20])
xlim([t1(1,1) t1(length(t1),1)])
ylim([-1 2])
% figure(3)
subplot(3,2,3:4)
plot(t1,force1(:,2),'r' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);
hold on;
% plot(t2,force2(:,2),'--g' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);
% hold on;
% plot(t3,force3(:,2),'m' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);%'k' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);
hold off;
ylabel('CD','FontSize',14)
% xlabel('Time','FontSize',14)
% axis([10 36 -.2 .1])
ylim([-.25 .25])
% xlim([-5 20])
xlim([t1(1,1) t1(length(t1),1)])
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% figure(4)
subplot(3,2,5:6)
plot(t1,force1(:,3),'r' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);
hold on;
% plot(t2,force2(:,3),'--g' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);
% hold on;
% plot(t3,force3(:,3),'m' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);%'k' , 'LineWidth', 2.5);
hold off;
ylabel('CM','FontSize',14)
xlabel('Time','FontSize',14)
% xlim([-5 20])
xlim([t1(1,1) t1(length(t1),1)])
ylim([-.15 .45])
%==========================================================%
%
Calculate Force Spectra
%
%==========================================================%
forcefft = fft(force1,length(force1)) / length(force1);
Efft1 = abs( forcefft(1:floor(length(force1)/2),:) );
ffft =
.5*(1/samTime1)*linspace(1/floor(length(force1)/2),1,floor(length(force1)/2))
;
kfft1 = ffft'*[1 1 1];
for i=1:3;
for n=1:length(force1)/2
if(n == 1)
dk = kfft1(n,i);
else
dk = kfft1(n,i)-kfft1(n-1,i);
end
Efft1(n,i) = Efft1(n,i)/dk;
end
end
forcefft = fft(force2,length(force2)) / length(force2);
Efft2 = abs( forcefft(1:floor(length(force2)/2),:) );
ffft =
.5*(1/samTime2)*linspace(1/floor(length(force2)/2),1,floor(length(force2)/2))
;
kfft2 = ffft'*[1 1 1];
for i=1:3;
for n=1:length(force2)/2
if(n == 1)
dk = kfft2(n,i);
else
dk = kfft2(n,i)-kfft2(n-1,i);
end
Efft2(n,i) = Efft2(n,i)/dk;
end
end
forcefft = fft(force3,length(force3)) / length(force3);
Efft3 = abs( forcefft(1:floor(length(force3)/2),:) );
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ffft =
.5*(1/samTime3)*linspace(1/floor(length(force3)/2),1,floor(length(force3)/2))
;
kfft3 = ffft'*[1 1 1];
for i=1:3;
for n=1:length(force3)/2
if(n == 1)
dk = kfft3(n,i);
else
dk = kfft3(n,i)-kfft3(n-1,i);
end
Efft3(n,i) = Efft3(n,i)/dk;
end
end
forcefft = fft(force4,length(force4)) / length(force4);
Efft4 = abs( forcefft(1:floor(length(force4)/2),:) );
ffft =
.5*(1/samTime4)*linspace(1/floor(length(force4)/2),1,floor(length(force4)/2))
;
kfft4 = ffft'*[1 1 1];
for i=1:3;
for n=1:length(force4)/2
if(n == 1)
dk = kfft4(n,i);
else
dk = kfft4(n,i)-kfft4(n-1,i);
end
Efft4(n,i) = Efft4(n,i)/dk;
end
end
forcefft = fft(force5,length(force5)) / length(force5);
Efft5 = abs( forcefft(1:floor(length(force5)/2),:) );
ffft =
.5*(1/samTime5)*linspace(1/floor(length(force5)/2),1,floor(length(force5)/2))
;
kfft5 = ffft'*[1 1 1];
for i=1:3;
for n=1:length(force5)/2
if(n == 1)
dk = kfft5(n,i);
else
dk = kfft5(n,i)-kfft5(n-1,i);
end
Efft5(n,i) = Efft5(n,i)/dk;
end
end
%==========================================================%
%
Plot Force Spectra
%
%==========================================================%
figure(2)
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loglog( kfft1(:,1) , Efft1(:,1) , 'r' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
% loglog( kfft2(:,1) , Efft2(:,1) , '--g' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
% hold on
% loglog( kfft3(:,1) , Efft3(:,1) , 'm' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
% hold on
loglog( kfft4(:,1) , Efft4(:,1) , 'k' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
hold on
% loglog( kfft5(:,1) , Efft5(:,1) , '--k' , 'LineWidth', 2.5)
% hold on
loglog( [10^-1 10^5] , [10^1 10^-9] , '-.k' , 'LineWidth', 1.5)
hold off
xlim([2*10^-1 10^2])
ylim([10^-4 2*10^0])
xlabel('f','FontSize',14)
ylabel('CL','FontSize',14)

DSRFG Verification Script
% Program DSRFG.m
% Jacob Brodnick
clear all; clc; %close all;
format long;
disp('Assigning Parameters...')
timestep = .002;
% sec
Period
= 1;
% sec
Uavg
= 10.0;
% Mean Velocity in m/s
chord
= .1;
% Airfoil Chord in m
L
= [.3; .3; .3]; % Turbulent Length Scale in m (Isotropic)
% L
= [.6; .3; .1]; % Turbulent Length Scale in m (Anisotropic)
turbI
= [.08; .08; .08]; % Turbulent Intensity (Non-dimensional)
(Isotropic)
% turbI
= [.08; .18; .24]; % Turbulent Intensity (Non-dimensional)
(Anisotropic)
x
= zeros(3,1);
% Point of calculation in m
maxIter
delFreq
maxFreq

= Period/timestep;
= 1/Period;
= 1/(2*timestep);

tau
= L/Uavg;
% Turbulent Time Scale in s
Num
= 50;
% Number of Harmonics (Non-dimensional)
Mum
= int32((maxFreq-1)/delFreq+1); % Number of Frequency Modes (Nondimensional)
urms
= turbI*Uavg;
% Turbulent RMS Velocity in m/s
spec
= 'VK';
% Energy Spectrum ( VK = 0 & G = 1 )
km
fm
rr
E
p
q

=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(1,Mum);
zeros(1,Mum);
zeros(Num,3);
zeros(Mum,3);
zeros(Mum,Num,3);
zeros(Mum,Num,3);

%
%
%
%
%
%

Wavenumber Modes in 1/m
Frequency Modes in Hz
Random Normal Vector (Non-dimensional)
Input Energy in m^2/s
***
Velocity Amplitude 1
***
Velocity Amplitude 2
***
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part1 = 0; % Temp Var
part2 = 0; % Temp Var
k
= zeros(Mum,Num,3); % Wavenumber Isotropically Distributed on a
Sphere's Surface of radius km in 1/m
omega = zeros(Mum,Num,1); % Frequency in Hz
r
= zeros(3,3);
c
= zeros(3,1);
a
= zeros(3,3);
x_ND
= zeros(3,1);
uMode
= 0;
v
= zeros(3,maxIter);
dk
= 0;
ECalc
= zeros(Mum,3);
Etotal = zeros(3,1);
Vrms
= 0;
ETheoVK = zeros(Mum,3);
ETheoG = zeros(Mum,3);
TotalETheoVK = zeros(1,3);
TotalETheoG = zeros(1,3);

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

m^2/s^2
m/s
Non-dimensional
Non-dimensional
m/s
m/s
Change in Wavenumber in 1/m
m/s
***
m^2/s^3
***
m/2
s
***
m
***
m/s
***
m/s
***

%=========== Turbulence Constants ===========%
% All turbulence constants are valid for all points at all times; thus,
% they are calculated only once.
disp('Generating Synthetic Turbulence Constants...')
% Create the desired wavenumber values for each Energy component (The
% frequency values have been chosen to yield a good representation of
% Huang's Fig. 3 which is also the first validation case.)
km = logspace(-1,log10(maxFreq/Uavg),Mum);
fm = km*Uavg;
% fm = linspace(.1,maxFreq/Uavg,Mum);
% km = fm/Uavg;
% fm = 1:delFreq:maxFreq;
% km = fm/Uavg;
% Velocity amplitudes governed by Huang's equations 26 and 27
for m = 1:Mum
% Each r is a random number picked from a 3D normal distribution with
% mean 0 and standard deviation 1
rr(:,:) = normrnd(0,1,Num,3);
if ( strcmp(spec,'VK') )
% Isotropic Homogeneous Energy (Huang's Equation 31) ( Ei(km) )
E(m,:) = .5*4*(L(:)/Uavg) ./ ...
( (1+70.8*(fm(m)*L(:)/Uavg).^2).^(5/6) );
% Anisotropic Homogeneous Energy (Huang's Equations 34-36) ( Ei(km) )
%
E(m,1) = .5*( 4*(L(1)/Uavg) ) / ...
%
( (1+70.8*(km(m)*L(1))^2)^(5/6) );
%
E(m,2) = .5*( 4*(L(2)/Uavg)*(1+188.4*(2*fm(m)*L(2)/Uavg)^2) ) / ...
%
( (1+70.8*(2*km(m)*L(2))^2)^(11/6) );
%
E(m,3) = .5*( 4*(L(3)/Uavg)*(1+188.4*(2*fm(m)*L(3)/Uavg)^2) ) / ...
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%
( (1+70.8*(2*km(m)*L(3))^2)^(11/6) );
else
% Gaussian Isotropic Homogeneous Energy (Huang's Equation 6) ( Ei(km) )
E(m,:) = (1/3)*16*sqrt(2/pi)*km(m)^4*exp(-2*km(m)^2);
end
for n = 1:Num
for i = 1:3
p(m,n,i) = 0;
q(m,n,i) = 0;
p(m,n,i) = sign(rr(n,i)).*sqrt(
(4/Num)*E(m,i).*(rr(n,i).^2)./(1+rr(n,i).^2) );
q(m,n,i) = sign(rr(n,i)).*sqrt( (4/Num)*E(m,i)./(1+rr(n,i).^2) );
end
end
end
clear rr E;
% Wave-Number Vector contains isotropically distributed points on the
% surface of a sphere of radius km. Direct implimentation of Hunag's
% Equations 28 - 30 stictly determines Divergence-Free Condition.
for m = 1:Mum
for n = 1:Num
part1 = (q(m,n,1)-q(m,n,3)*p(m,n,1)/p(m,n,3)) / ...
(q(m,n,2)-q(m,n,3)*p(m,n,2)/p(m,n,3));
part2 = 1 + part1^2 + (p(m,n,1)/p(m,n,3))^2 ...
+ part1^2*(p(m,n,2)/p(m,n,3))^2 ...
- 2*(p(m,n,1)*p(m,n,2)/p(m,n,3)^2)*part1;
k(m,n,1) = km(m) / sqrt( part2 );
k(m,n,2) = -k(m,n,1)*part1;
k(m,n,3) = -(k(m,n,1)*p(m,n,1) + k(m,n,2)*p(m,n,2)) / p(m,n,3);
end
end
clear part1 part2;
% Frequency Vector contains numbers with a normal distribution of mean 0
% and standard deviation 2*pi*fm (Huang's Equation 22)
for m = 1:Mum
omega(m,:,:) = abs(normrnd(0,2*pi*fm(m),Num,1));
omega(m,:,:) = sort(omega(m,:,:));
end
% omega = -k(:,:,1);
% Write out the turbulence constants (fid_1 will be used for the Gust
% Module and fid_2 will be used by the test program)
fid_1 = fopen('Turb_Constants.dat','w');
for m = 1:Mum
for n = 1:Num
fprintf(fid_1, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n',...
omega(m,n,1), k(m,n,1),k(m,n,2),k(m,n,3),p(m,n,1),q(m,n,1), ...
p(m,n,2),q(m,n,2),p(m,n,3),q(m,n,3) );
end
end
fclose(fid_1);
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disp('Assempling Turbulent Velocity Components...')
%=========== Anisotropic Velocity Correlation Tensor ===========%
% Defined in Huang's Equation 37
r = eye(3,3);
r(1,1) = (turbI(1)*Uavg)^2;
r(2,2) = (turbI(2)*Uavg)^2;
r(3,3) = (turbI(3)*Uavg)^2;
%=========== Transformation Tensor & Scaling Vector ===========%
% Defined in Huang's Equations 1 & 2
% Due to the composition of 'r', 'a' must be the identity matrix to be
% sure Huang's Equation 1 is diagonal on both sides.
c(:,1) = sqrt(r)*[1;1;1];
a = eye(3,3);
x_ND = x./L;
%=========== Turbulent Velocity Assembly ===========%
for i = 1:3 % loop over 3 dimensions
v(i,:) = 0.;
Etot = 0.;
Etotal(i) = 0.;
for m = 1:Mum % loop over m modes
for iter = 0:maxIter-1 % assembly in time
% Set the current time
time = iter*timestep;
t_ND = time;
uMode = 0.;
for n = 1:Num % loop over n modes for each m
% Huang's Equation 11
phase = k(m,n,1).*x_ND(1,1) + k(m,n,2).*x_ND(2,1) + ...
k(m,n,3).*x_ND(3,1) + omega(m,n,1)*t_ND;
uMode = uMode + ...
( p(m,n,i)*cos(phase) + q(m,n,i)*sin(phase) );
end % loop over n
%=========== Scale & Transform Turbulent Velocity ===========%
% Huang's Equation 7
% Scale the turbulent velocity
v(i,iter+1) = v(i,iter+1) + c(i)*uMode;
% Huang's Equation 8
% Apply the orthogonal transformation to the turbulent velocity
%
v(:,iter+1) = a*v(:,iter+1);
% Huang's Equation 12
% Calculate the energy spectrum in terms of Ei(km)
ECalc(m,i) = ECalc(m,i) + 0.5*uMode^2;
end % end integration over time
% Energy contained in each spectral mode
if(m == 1)
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dk = km(m);
else
dk = km(m)-km(m-1);
end
ECalc(m,i) = ECalc(m,i)/(maxIter+1);
Etot = Etot + dk*ECalc(m,i);
end % loop over m
Etotal(i) = Etot;
end % loop over i=3 dimensions
%==================== Calculated Energy ====================%
if ( strcmp(spec,'VK') )
% Von Karman Spectrum
Etotal(:) = Etotal(:)*Uavg
else
% Gaussian Spectrum
Etotal(:) = Etotal(:)%*delk
end
% Calculated Energy Spectrum based on Huang's Equation 13
% ECalc = .25*( sum(p.^2,2) + sum(q.^2,2) );
% ECalc = 2*ECalc;
% S = 2/3*E(km) = (2/3)*(3*Ei(km)) (Huang's Eq. 32)
% for i=1:3
%
for m = 1:Mum % start modal summation n-cycle
%
if m==1 % (Used for Huang Fig. 2)
%
ECalc(m,:)=.25*( sum(p(m,:,i).^2) + sum(q(m,:,i).^2) ) / (km(m));
%
else
%
ECalc(m,:)=.25*( sum(p(m,:,i).^2) + sum(q(m,:,i).^2) ) / (km(m)-km(m1));
%
end
%
end % n-cycle
% end % i-cycle
%=========================== Validation ===========================%
% Check 1: Orthogonality of 'k' and 'p','q' (Huang's Equations 28 & 29)
fprintf('Check 1: (No failure unless otherwise noted)\n')
for m = 1:Mum
for n = 1:Num
if( dot(k(m,n,:),p(m,n,:)) >= 1e-9 )
fprintf('\nCheck 1.A not met at (m, n, i): (%i, %i, %i)',m,n,i);
end
if( dot(k(m,n,:),q(m,n,:)) >= 1e-9 )
fprintf('\nCheck 1.B not met at (m, n, i): (%i, %i, %i)',m,n,i);
end
end
end
fprintf('\n')
for m = 1:Mum
for n = 1:Num
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if( abs( sqrt( sum(k(m,n,:).^2,3) ) - km(m) ) > 1e-4 )
fprintf('Failed km Test at: m = %i, n = %i \n',...
'(Allowable Error is set to 1e-4)\n\n',m,n);
end
end
end
% Check 2: Zero time-averaged velocity in each axis direction
fprintf('Check 2: (Expect nearly zero for each value)\n')
disp( sum(v,2)/(maxIter+1)/Uavg )
clear check;
% Check 3: RMS Velocity Calculation
Vrms = sqrt( sum(v.^2,2) / (maxIter+1) );
fprintf('Check 3: (Expect nearly the Turbulent Intensity in each
dimension)\n')
disp( Vrms/Uavg )
check = sqrt( (.5*sum(sum( p.^2 ,2),1)+.5*sum(sum( q.^2 ,2),1))/double(Mum)
);
for i = 1:3
Vrms(i) = c(i)*check(i);
end
disp( Vrms/Uavg )
%==================== Theoretical Energy ====================%
% Calculate the energy spectrum of the Von Karman & Gaussian Models
for m = 1:Mum
% Huang's Equation 31 scaled to S(f)
% Isotropic
ETheoVK(m,:) = ( 4*(L(:)/Uavg) ) ./ ...
( (1+70.8*(km(m)*L(:)).^2).^(5/6) );
% Anisotropic
%
ETheoVK(m,1) = ( 4*(L(1)/Uavg) ) / ...
%
( (1+70.8*(km(m)*L(1))^2)^(5/6) );
%
ETheoVK(m,2) = ( 4*(L(2)/Uavg)*(1+188.4*(2*fm(m)*L(2)/Uavg)^2) ) / ...
%
( (1+70.8*(2*km(m)*L(2))^2)^(11/6) );
%
ETheoVK(m,3) = ( 4*(L(3)/Uavg)*(1+188.4*(2*fm(m)*L(3)/Uavg)^2) ) / ...
%
( (1+70.8*(2*km(m)*L(3))^2)^(11/6) );
% Huang's Equation 6 scaled to S(f)
ETheoG(m,:) = (2/3)*16*sqrt(2/pi)*km(m)^4*exp(-2*km(m)^2);
end
%================== Total Theoretical Energy ==================%
for m = 1:Mum
if(m == 1)
dk = km(m);
else
dk = km(m)-km(m-1);
end
% Huang's Equation 31 (Convertion: (1/2)*S = Ei(km))
% Isotropic
TotalETheoVK(1,:) = TotalETheoVK(1,:) + ...
dk*.5*(4*(L(:)/Uavg) ./ ( (1+70.8*(km(m)*L(:)).^2).^(5/6) ))';
% Anisotropic
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

TotalETheoVK(1,1) = TotalETheoVK(1,1) + ...
.5*( 4*(L(1)/Uavg) ) / ...
( (1+70.8*(km(m)*L(1))^2)^(5/6) );
TotalETheoVK(1,2) = TotalETheoVK(1,2) + ...
.5*( 4*(L(2)/Uavg)*(1+188.4*(2*fm(m)*L(2)/Uavg)^2) ) / ...
( (1+70.8*(2*km(m)*L(2))^2)^(11/6) );
TotalETheoVK(1,3) = TotalETheoVK(1,3) + ...
.5*( 4*(L(3)/Uavg)*(1+188.4*(2*fm(m)*L(3)/Uavg)^2) ) / ...
( (1+70.8*(2*km(m)*L(3))^2)^(11/6) );

% Huang's Equation 6 (Convertion: (1/3)*E(km) = Ei(km))
TotalETheoG(1,:) = TotalETheoG(1,:) + ...
dk*((1/3)*16*sqrt(2/pi)*km(m).^4*exp(-2*km(m).^2))';
end
fprintf('Check 4: Expect the total energy to be 1/2')
fprintf('\nTotal Energy of the theoretical Von Karman Energy Spectrum:\n')
disp( TotalETheoVK*Uavg )
fprintf('Total Energy of the theoretical Gaussian Energy Spectrum :\n')
disp( TotalETheoG )
% Variance of the theoretical Von Karman Energy Spectrum
fprintf('\nVariance of the theoretical Von Karman Energy Spectrum:\n')
disp( var(ETheoVK(:,1)) )
fprintf('Variance of the theoretical Gaussian Energy Spectrum:\n')
disp( var( ETheoG(:,1)) )
%======================== DSRFG Plots ========================%
% Plot 1a: Isotropic Energy Spectrum Output (Huang's Fig. 3)
figure(1)
subplot(1,1,1)
loglog( km(:) , fm(:).*(2*ECalc(:,1)) , 'b' )
hold on
loglog( km(:) , fm(:).*(2*ECalc(:,2)) , 'k' )
hold on
loglog( km(:) , fm(:).*(2*ECalc(:,3)) , 'g' )
hold on
loglog( km(:) , fm(:).*ETheoVK(:,1) , 'r' )
hold on
loglog( km(:) , fm(:).*ETheoG(:,1) , 'm' )
hold off
xlabel('km = fm / Uavg')
ylabel('fm * S(f) / Urms^2')
legend('Spectrum of u generated by DSRFG', ...
'Spectrum of v generated by DSRFG', ...
'Spectrum of w generated by DSRFG', ...
'Spectrum of Von Karman Model', ...
'Spectrum of Gaussian Model', ...
'Location','SouthWest')
xlim([.1 20])
ylim([0.001 10])
%
%
%
%

Plot 1b: Anisotropic Energy Spectrum Output (Huang's Fig. 8)
figure(1)
subplot(3,2,1:2)
loglog( fm(:) , fm(:).*ETheoVK(:,1) , 'r' )
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

hold on
loglog( fm(:) ,
fm(:).*(2*ECalc(:,1)) , 'b' )
hold off
legend('u-target', ...
'u-simulated', ...
'Location','South')
ylabel('fm * Su(f) / Urms^2')
% axis([.5 200 .01 .5])
subplot(3,2,3:4)
loglog( fm(:) , fm(:).*ETheoVK(:,2) , 'r' )
hold on
loglog( fm(:) ,
fm(:).*(2*ECalc(:,2)) , 'b' )
hold off
legend('v-target', ...
'v-simulated', ...
'Location','SouthWest')
ylabel('fm * Sv(f) / Urms^2')
% axis([.5 200 .01 .5])
subplot(3,2,5:6)
loglog( fm(:) , fm(:).*ETheoVK(:,3) , 'r' )
hold on
loglog( fm(:) ,
fm(:).*(2*ECalc(:,3)) , 'b' )
hold off
legend('w-target', ...
'w-simulated', ...
'Location','SouthWest')
ylabel('fm * Sw(f) / Urms^2')
xlabel('fm')
% axis([.5 200 .01 .5])

% Plot 2: DSRFG parts of Huang's Fig. 4
Period=Period-timestep;
figure(2)
subplot(3,2,1:2)
plot( 0:timestep:Period , v(1,:)/Uavg )
ylabel('u/Uavg')
xlim([0 Period])
subplot(3,2,3:4)
plot( 0:timestep:Period , v(2,:)/Uavg )
ylabel('v/Uavg')
xlim([0 Period])
subplot(3,2,5:6)
plot( 0:timestep:Period , v(3,:)/Uavg )
ylabel('w/Uavg')
xlabel('time (s)')
xlim([0 Period])
%
%
%
%
%

Plot
NFFT
vfft
Efft
ffft

3: Energy Spectrum of the turbulent velocity field
= 2^nextpow2(maxIter+1);
= fft(v',NFFT)/(maxIter+1);
= abs(vfft(1:NFFT/2,:)).^2;
= .5*(1/timestep)*linspace(0,1,NFFT/2);
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% kfft = ffft/Uavg;
vfft = fft(v',length(v)) / length(v);
Efft = abs( vfft(1:floor(length(v)/2),:) ).^2;
ffft = 1/(2*timestep)*linspace(1/floor(length(v)/2),1,floor(length(v)/2))';
ffft(:,2) = ffft(:,1);
ffft(:,3) = ffft(:,1);
kfft = ffft/Uavg;
for i=1:3;
for n=1:length(v)/2
if(n == 1)
dk = kfft(n,i);
else
dk = kfft(n,i)-kfft(n-1,i);
end
Efft(n,i) = Efft(n,i)/dk;
end
end
figure(3)
subplot(1,1,1)
loglog( kfft(:,1) , ffft(:,1).*Efft(:,1) , 'b' )
hold on
loglog( kfft(:,2) , ffft(:,2).*Efft(:,2) , 'k' )
hold on
loglog( kfft(:,3) , ffft(:,3).*Efft(:,3) , 'g' )
hold on
loglog( km(:) , fm(:).*ETheoVK(:,1) , 'r' )
hold on
loglog( km(:) , fm(:).*ETheoG(:,1) , 'm' )
hold off
xlabel('km = fm / Uavg')
ylabel('fm * S(f) / Urms^2')
legend('Spectrum of u generated by DSRFG', ...
'Spectrum of v generated by DSRFG', ...
'Spectrum of w generated by DSRFG', ...
'Spectrum of Von Karman Model', ...
'Spectrum of Gaussian Model', ...
'Location','SouthWest')
xlim([.1 20])
ylim([0.001 10])

%=================== Rescaling for FDL3DI ====================%
% Rescaling for FDL3DI
% scale0=chord/Uavg;
% scale1=chord./L;
% scale2=1/Uavg;
%
% omega = omega*scale0;
% k(:,:,1) = k(:,:,1).*scale1(1);
% k(:,:,2) = k(:,:,2).*scale1(2);
% k(:,:,3) = k(:,:,3).*scale1(3);
% p = p*scale2;
% q = q*scale2;
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Period=Period/scale0;
fid_1 = fopen('turbcase4.dat','w');
for m = 1:Mum
for n = 1:Num
fprintf(fid_1, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n',...
omega(m,n), k(m,n,1), k(m,n,2), k(m,n,3), ...
p(m,n,1),q(m,n,1),p(m,n,2),q(m,n,2),p(m,n,3),q(m,n,3));
% fprintf(fid_1, '%f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f %f\n',...
%
omega(ij), alf(ij), bet(ij), gam(ij), ...
%
ax(ij),bx(ij),ay(ij),by(ij),az(ij),bz(ij));
end
end
fclose(fid_1);

Gust Module
! NOTE: IT IS ASSUMED THAT UPSTREAM FLOW IS IN X-DIRECTION
! INPUT PARAMETERS:
!
GOMEGA = GUST FREQUENCY
!
GEPS = GUST AMPLITUDE RELATIVE TO MEAN FLOW
!
GTANGLE = 2D GUST PROPAGATION TANGENT RELATIVE TO X-AXIS
!
XGS = CENTERPOINT OF GUST SOURCE X-LOCATION
!
YGS = CENTERPOINT OF GUST SOURCE Y-LOCATION
!
BGS = SOURCE REGION WIDTH IN X-DIRECTION
!
dts = GUST START MOMENT
!
dth = GUST DURATION (hold)^M
!
gustsupfile = file containing data for superposition modes
!
NHARM = number of harmonics in gustsupfile

CASE (4) ! Turbulence (THG modal superpositions)
! Uses input modes arrays of GKX, GKY, GKZ, GAX, GBX, GAY, GBY, GAZ, GBZ
GVEL=1.0 ! Gust Mach Number
IF ((TAU.GE.dts).AND.(TAU.LE.(dts+dth))) THEN
!
DO NH=1,NHARM
GALF=GKX(NH)
GBET=GKY(NH)
GGAM=GKZ(NH)
GOMEGA=GALF
XGS=-0.5-(PI/GOMEGA)/2.0
BGS=2.0*GOMEGA
!
DO K=KS,KE
DO J=JS,JE
DO I=IS,IE
XP=X(I,J,K)
YP=Y(I,J,K)
ZP=Z(I,J,K)
PHASE=GOMEGA*(TAU-dts)-GBET*YP-GGAM*ZP-GALF*XGS
IF (ABS(XP-XGS).LE.(PI/BGS)) THEN
! Modify if in
source region
GFUN=0.5*(1.+COS(BGS*(XP-XGS)))
! g(x) (-PI to
PI)
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GFUNX=-0.5*BGS*SIN(BGS*(XP-XGS))
! g'(x)
GTFUN=0.5*(TANH(3.*(YP+YGS))-TANH(3.*(YP-YGS))) ! Limiter to
smooth transition to undisturbed region (function of y only in 2D)
GCOMF=(GALF**2-BGS**2)/(BGS**2*SIN(GOMEGA*PI/GVEL/BGS))*GTFUN !
Kn = const.*Limiter
UTERM=-GOMEGA*GCOMF*GFUN*(GAX(NH)*COS(PHASE)-GBX(NH)*SIN(PHASE))
VTERM=GVEL*GCOMF*GFUNX*(GAY(NH)*SIN(PHASE)+GBY(NH)*COS(PHASE))
WTERM=GVEL*GCOMF*GFUNX*(GAZ(NH)*SIN(PHASE)+GBZ(NH)*COS(PHASE))
!
RHS(I,J,K,2)=RHS(I,J,K,2)+RHO(I,J,K)*UTERM*XJAC(I,J,K)*PHII*DTAU(I,J,K)
RHS(I,J,K,3)=RHS(I,J,K,3)+RHO(I,J,K)*VTERM*XJAC(I,J,K)*PHII*DTAU(I,J,K)
RHS(I,J,K,4)=RHS(I,J,K,4)+RHO(I,J,K)*WTERM*XJAC(I,J,K)*PHII*DTAU(I,J,K)
!IF ( mpi_rank .EQ. 0 ) THEN
!
WRITE (*,*) 'source region:', i,j,k, x(i,j,k), y(i,j,k),
rhs(i,j,k,2), rhs(i,j,k,3), PHII, XJAC(I,J,K), DTAU(I,J,K), rho(i,j,k),
uterm, vterm^M
!
if (dtau(i,j,k).eq.0.) WRITE (*,*) 'notau!', i,j,dtau(i,j,k)^M
!END IF
ENDIF
ENDDO
ENDDO
ENDDO
!
ENDDO ! end cycle over gust modes
END IF
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